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SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE: CONSIDERATION OF IMPORT PRICES 

1. The UNCTAD resolution suggested that 'adverse effects from 

significant rises in import prices' would be one of the relevant economic 

circumstances to be examined. The Bank staff Study recognized that, 

ideally, export shortfalls should be calculated in real terms; that this 

could be done by concentrating attention on unforeseen deviations in the 

international purchasing power of exports. The Study points out, however, 

it may not be practicable in many cases to measure changes in import prices 

within a reasonable margin of error. In estimating the likely scale of 

operations under the Scheme, it was noted that consideration of import 

prices would probably make little difference. 

2. The question of import prices came up for general discussion 

at both the meeting of the Committee on Invisibles in April 1966 and the 

first session of the Intergovernmental Expert Group in October 1966. The 

principal questions emerging out of these discussions can be summarized 

as follows: 

(a) Is it possible to obtain an estimate of the additional cost that 

might be incurred by the proposed Scheme if provision were made 

to take adverse movements in import prices into account in the 

administration of the Scheme. 

(b) In what way could a provision that movements in import prices be 

taken into account in determining the amount of aid that the 

Scheme should make available to a given country be administered. 

(c) What is the availability and character of existing import price 

indexes for the developing countries and what are the solutions 

to the statistical problems that these may present. 
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3. The crucial question is whether import price indexes constitute 

a sufficiently accurate measure of price movements to warrant their use 

in any mechanism for adjusting transactions under the Scheme. A survey of 

the results of recent research by the Bank staff on the subject of both 

export and import price indexes indicates that existing indexes are used 

widely as a useful tool for analyzing general world trade problems. Any 

conclusions derived from such use, however, are subject to qualification 

regarding the weaknesses and limitations of the indexes; the available 

indexes leave much to be desired, particularly if an attempt is to be made 

to use them for critical measurements. 

4. The principal problem lies in the inherent difficulty of devising 

a true indicator of price movements for a group of manufactured products, 

particularly capital goods, i.e. a statistical measure whose movements 

would reflect only changes in price and not also other changes, such as 

the utility or efficiency of the individual products or changes in the 

composition of the group. This problem still remains to be solved. 

5. For a developing country the composition of imports, and particu-

larly manufactured goods, can change rapidly. In Brazil, for example, the 

share of transport equipment (in terms of value) varied between 45% and 

13% of total imports of manufactures in the period 1959-1963, and within 

the transport category, the share of motor vehicles dropped from 49% in 

1959 to a negligible proportion in 1963 while the share of airplanes rose 

from 10% to 38%. Such shifts in composition cause price indexes to give 

a distorted view of the true situation. Frequent changes of index weights, 

under such circumstances, can also lead to exaggeration of the extent of 

changes in prices. 
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6. Another main difficulty relates to measuring price changes 

in the individual components of the index. Unit value indexes of machin

ery, for example, are frequently based on declared value divided by weight. 

In such a case, as the machinery becomes lighter and more efficient, its 

index price would automatically rise. In cases where unit values were 

computed by reference to numbers, a shift toward the purchase of fewer 

but larger machines of equal capacity would also result in an incorrect 

price signal. Beyond these machanical difficulties there lies the further 

problem of taking account of improved quality of new products. The most 

familiar illustrations regarding the difficulties of reflecting quality 

changes are automotive tires and batteries, which have shown a continuous 

improvement in efficiency and service life for which, however, no adjust

ment is made in the unit prices used in an index. 

7. Thus, the statistical difficulties involved in including a full-

scale consideration of import prices in working out the Scheme are indeed 

real. An attempt should, of course, continue to be made for improving the 

data, but this is a separate and time-consuming process. Assuming this 

were done, should they be considered an integral part of the Scheme's 

approach and calculations? 

8. At the time a country's development program is formulated and 

subsequently agreed upon for purposes of arriving at an understanding 

regarding basic development finance, the entire balance of payments pros

pects for the Plan period are considered; the import requirements are a 

main part of this exercise, and certain assumptions regarding the course 

of import prices would have been made by the country and built into the 
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estimation regarding import needs. There can of course be uncertainty 

regarding this aspect, as there can be in respect of other aspects, such 

as development aid and private capital flows. The SCheme itself, however, 

is based on the finding that export shortfalls have been a main factor of 

uncertainty, that they are disruptive of development, and that they are 

measurable. It so happens there is considerable experience in the World 

Bank in this area of export projections for a period of one to several 

years. The UNCTAD resolution addressed itself to this specific cause of 

disruption of the development program and seeks a remedy to it. Accordingly, 

the Scheme does not purport to make good shortfalls from any or all causes 

but only from this major one. If the Scheme, and the underlying calcula

tions, were extended to cover other aspects like import prices, the statis

tical underpinning would become questionable, and implementation, therefore, 

might be rendered significantly more difficult. 

9. At the same time, it must be recognized that for particular 

countries, from time to time, a significant rise in import prices may pose 

a difficult problem. Conversely, when a country suffers an export short

fall, simultaneously it may have been afforded considerable relief by a 

fall in import prices. This particular aspect merits further consideration 

by the Group; i.e. whether the administering agency should consider such 

cases, on an individual basis, after the export shortfall has occurred, on 

the basis of the available prices data for imports of a particular country. 

Here again, the question arises whether sufficiently reliable import price 

data would be available at the time the export shortfall became apparent. 

There is, of course, the other question: would import price adjustments 

be for total exports or only for shortfall amounts? 
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10. Another possible approach, in view of such statistical and 

other difficulties, would be not to bring into the Scheme the consider-

ation of import prices in the initial 5 years, and based on the actual 

working of the Scheme in the initial period, subsequently to consider 

these other refinements and considerations. 

I.B.R.D. Staff 
January 20, 1967 
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&1PORT PROJECTIONS IN THE WORLD BANK 

Introduction 

Due to the critical importance of foreign exchange earnings in the 

economic development and growth of less developed countries the projection 

of future foreign exchange earnings plays a central role in any assessment 

by the Bank of the problems, potential, and needs of its developing member 

countries. Since primary commodities account for by far the bulk of the 

total current account receipts of most developing countries, however, the 

work of the Bank in the field of export earnings has been concentrated and 

has been most systematically developed in the commodity sector of the export 

earnings situation. Attention to this sector has been further reinforced by 

the fact that for developing countries primary commodities frequently also 

raise development issues other than those related strictly to the financing 

of development programs. 

This paper, therefore, focuses first and primarily on the Bank's 

work in the field of commodity projections, and secondly on the projection 

of other foreign exchange earnings, in the context of the country-by-country 

economic analysis work done in the Bank. 

Commodity Projection Work 

In the years since World \-lar II there has been an increasing 

interest in the projection of demand, supply and prices of the principal 

internationally traded commodities over medium and longer term periods. This 

interest has been stimulated by a number of factors, among them: 

(a) the need in the low income countries heavily dependent on exports of 

primary products to know the likely world demand prospects for these 

products, since the latter will influence the resources available for 

developroont, and also will help to determine whether the production 

of these products should be stimulated or not; 
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(b) the search by the less developed countries for increased stability in 

their export prices, and for solutions to the surpluses that have 

developed from time to time in some of their major export products; 

(c) the widespread adoption of full employment and a steady increase in 

per capita income as major national policies or goals in most countries, 

which, if quantified, in turn require quantitative estimates of major 

imports in the future; 

(d) the desire in many industrialized countries dependent on supplementary 

imports of food and raw materials to anticipate future trends so as to 

avoid disruptions in the functioning of their economies, or plan more 

rationally their domestic production policies in the field of primary 

commodities. 

Some international economic organizations such as FAO and the 

regional commissions and including the IBRD, have been engaged in making 

commodity projections for some time in connection with the carrying out of their 

responsibilities. Work in this field, however, has never been as widespread or 

at such a high level of activity as it is today. Moreover, as experience is 

being gained, there is also developing a tendency for those engaged in this type 

of work to seek ways to improve and refine their methodology and to discuss with 

one another both the problems of commodity projection and the results of 

projections themselves. 

The following is a brief review of the methods and problems of 

commodity projections based on the Bank's experience in this field. 

Purpose of Commodity Projections in the Bank 

Commodity projections have the following principal uses in the Bank: 

(a) for making balance of payments projections in country economic reports 

that assess creditworthiness or the financial feasibility of development 

programs, irrespective of the magnitude or nature of the World Bank 
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Group's lending operations in the country concerned; 

(b) in formulation of economic judgments on the future allocation of 

investment resources among alternative lines of production in 

member countries, and the adequacy and feasibility of government 

policies affecting the development process; 

(c) for the economic and financial evaluation of projects that involve 

primary commodities directly (e.g. development of mines, factories 

or agricultural smallholder production schemes) or indirectly 

(e.g. roads, ports or power facilities the services of which are 

oriented toward production and export of particular commodities); 

(d) in formulation of Bank views and policies regarding the general 

problems of the export trade of the developing countries. 

Of these primary uses of the Bank's commodity research by far the 

most frequent one is that relating to country economic reports, which are 

used for a number of purposes including assessing the creditworthiness and 

economic performance of member countries, the provision of technical 

assistance in the economic field and providing the World Bank Group and 

other lending institutions with an objective and carefully prepared appraisal 

of a country's economy and outlook from the viewpoint of development. 

Individual projects requiring a commodity projection as an important part of 

their economic evaluation also arise from time to time, past examples in

cluding projects for the production of pulp and paper, manganese and iron ore, 

steel, and fertilizer materials. More recently, cooperation with UNCTAD has 

increased the use of commodity work in the context of general policy 

considerations in the field of international trade and development. 

Basic Approach 

The basic approach to commodity work and projections in the Bank is 

determined by their ultimate end-uses as outlined above. Accordingly, the 

Bank's commodity work is highly empirical and pragmatic. It is basically 
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quantitative but still subject to qualitative alteration based on available 

information on prospective changes in technology or other factors not re-

fleeted in historical data. The bulk of the analytical work proceeds on a 

commodity by commodity basis.!/ It is characterized by continuous review 

and study by a specialized staff of all available information relating to 

the current and prospective economic and technical trends in the commodities 

of interest, including published reports and studies prepared in other or-

ganizations and institutions. 

The Bank 1s commodity projections assume substance in two forms: 

individual basic commodity studies and unpublished internal staff papers. 

Most of the work is in the form of staff papers that form substantial dossiers 

on most of the principal internationally traded primary commodities of 

importance to the developing countries. Over the years, however, basic studies 

involving projections have been circulated to member governments of the Bank on 

coffee, medium and extra-long staple cotton, wool, rubber, pulp and paper, fats 

and oils, aluminum, lead and zinc, iron ore and manganese ore. Projections of 

other major commodities plus revisions of the studies just mentioned have taken 

the form of internal staff papers. 

}1ethodology 

Commodity projections usually consist of a group of interrelated, 

internally consistent estimates of the future supply, demand and price prospects 

of a commodity, based on explicitly stated, reasonable assumptions. These 

assumptions may rely heavily on past experience and particularly on observed 

historical relationships between the quantitatively measurable variables per

taining to a commodity (i.e. its consumption, production, stocks and price) and 

various oacro-economic variables, such as population, gross 

!/ Each staff member engaged in t~is work, however, is responsible for 
a group of products, rather than a single one. Consolidation of all 
such work in a single organizational unit responsible for analyzing 
export trade generally makes possible continuous cross-fertilization 
among the individual specialists and the testing of the consistency 
of the individual projections with trends in the aggregate trade of 
the developing countries. 
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national product or income, fixed capital formation, production or consumption 

of other commodities, or indices of industrial production or its components. 

Projections are analogous to algebraic equations; indeed, at the highest levels 

of abstraction, if all necessary data are available, they may be expressed en

tirely as a set of simultaneous equations.11 

Briefly, at present the procedure commonly used in the Bank involves 

these basic steps: 

(a) analysis of the long term and recent trends in the production, con-

sumption and price of the commodity; attempts to establish, through 

simple or multiple regression equations, what relationships exist among 

the relevant variables (and particularly betv1een consumption and 

relevant macro-economic variables such as population, income and in-

dustrial production) and how persistent these relationships have been; 

(b) preliminary projection of world or regional demand in the commodity as 

a function of independently projected trends in the macro-economic 

variables to which it has been found to be closely related and assuming 

constant prices;£/ 

1( The Bank's current research program in the field of commodity studies calls 
for increasingly combining the more advanced econometric techniques with 
the more traditional econometric methods. 

£/ The projection of the macro-economic variables lies in a separate field of 
endeavor and for purposes of this paper may be considered as "given". In 
recent years the Bank has relied for such projections on the work of the 
OECD, governmental and other planning bodies or institutions in the 
developed countries and assessments contained in its own economic reports 
in the case of most developing countries. The macro-economic variables 
most commonly projected are gross national product (or national income) 
and industrial production. Very briefly, such projections for the in
dustrialized countries (which are the biggest consumers of primary products) 
lean heavily on assumptions concerning the future size and composition of 
the population and the labor force. On the basis of further assumptions 
concerning working hours, productivity, and the rate of capital inputs, a 
frame-vmrk is created for estimating GNP or national income at some future 
date under conditions of full employment, assuming the absence of war or 
any serious depression in the intervening years. (This does not exclude 
cyclical behavior except that which is so violent as to have far-reaching 
retarding or other disruptive effects on the econo~). 
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(c) preliminary independent projection of future probable production or 

production capacity based on statistically derived supply- price 

functions or industry surveys of expansion plans; 

(d) analysis of the effects of projected demand and capacity or output 

on price, including examination of the possible effects of recent or 

impending technoloeical developments (e.g. trends in inter-material 

substitution, including new uses for some traditional products, ex

pected changes in food habits, and changes in future costs of 

production due to trends in yields or productivity) on historically 

derived relationships; this also entai1s successive reconciliati.on 

of the supply and demand 1ri th price; 

(e) determination of probable trade flows based on comparisons between 

prospective levels of consumption and production by region and/or 

country. 

These steps lead to an estimate of future demand, supply and price 

on a global basis. The global consumption estimates usually consist of tbe 

aggregation of country or regional consumption projections. The production 

estimates are often derived from global, regional or individual country 

supply analyses, depending on which ones show the most stable characteristics 

in relation to price and demand trends. In a grm-ling number of cases, e.g. 

copper, lead, zinc, iron ore, tea, rubber, coffee, pulp and paper, and 

fertilizer raw materials, comprehensive industry or inter-governmental surveys 

of planned expansions are also available. Country shares implied or explicit 

in the global analysis are evaluated and are subject to readjustment in the 

light of findings in individual countries by Bank economic missions. If 

mission reports indicate that major readjustments are required in previous 

estimates of prospective supplies from countries accounting for an important 

share of the market, the existing projections are reviewed to determine the 

possible effect on demand, prices, and the shares of other producing countries. 
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On the basis of the Bank's experience in the past, it appears 

that mastery of the art of projecting demand objectively is far more ad

vanced than that of projecting supply and price. However, much progress 

is being made, especially through the increasing use of the econometric 

approach, in the development of improved objective techniques for deriving 

reliable functions encompassing all the variables. Essential to this 

progress is the continuation of the very encouraging rate of growth in the 

volume and quality of economic statistics gathered and published under the 

auspices of national governments, industry associations, the United Nations 

and its specialized agencies and other international organizations. 

Even the most sophisticated and statistically reliable econometric 

model, however, is tied to structural relationships in the historical past. 

In a dynamic world of rapidly changing technology these historical relation

ships are subject to change in the future. In the final analysis, therefore, 

the end product of the projection process must entail expert judgment 

regarding such factors as the possible future impact of current and imminent 

developments in industrial technology and hwnan consumption habits, impending 

changes in national or international economic policies, or changes in the 

institutional framework of an industry that could affect producer marketing 

strategy. For this reason it is believed that an essential feature of commodity 

projection work must be a competent staff of individual specialists who are not 

only versed in the basic analytical techniques but also have an intimate and 

up-to-date knowledge of all economically significant aspects of individual 

commodities. In addition to enabling better anticipation of future structural 

changes, this approach also makes possible the necessary continuous review of 

existing projections. 

Projection of Other Export Earnings 

In order to complete the projection and analysis of the prospective 

balance of payments of borrowing member countries, the Bank also must make 
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projections for their prospective earninGs from exports of products other 

than primary coiiUTIOdities and from sources other than merchandise. The 

development of such projections has been traditionally decentrali 7,ed in 

the Bank and has been carried out on a relatively ad hoc or country-by-

country basis. There are a number of reasons for this procedure. Firstly, 

for most developing countries, non-primary merchandise exports!! form a 

very marginal and often extremely diversified part of total exports. 

Secondly, the same is largely true, in most cases, of earnings from in

visibles.£1 Thirdly, for many of the components of both the residual 

merchandise exports and for invisible earnings, there is no world market 

that can be clearly defined, or profitably followed on a continuous basis. 

Projections of these export earnings items, therefore, are made 

by each country economic mission to the extent necessary in the light of 

their importance for the country in question and for the problem at hand. 

In general, projection of these i terns relies heavily on an analysis of past 

trends. In addition, hm·rever, members of country missions revievr these 

trends, ivhenever they are of significance, with responsible government 

agencies and officials in order to determine the effect of relevant government 

policies and progr~~s, and prospective developments in domestic capacity (in 

the case of manufactures), on the possible impact on future earnings from these 

sources. To the extent that these items become of generally increasing sig-

nificance to developing countries, increasing attention may be expected to be 

devoted to them in the context of the Bank's work. In items where a '~orld 

market" concept is conceivable (e.g. in tourism) more systematic and continuous 

studies no doubt ·vrill be attempted. Where such a concept does not apply, the 

problem would probably be handled through more intensive stuqy on a country-by-

country basis. 

1/ For purposes of this paper certain intermediate products, such as un
wrought metals, cotton and jute textiles, and lumber and plywood are 
considered to be primary commodities. 

£1 See Document ••• on the contribution of invisibles to foreign exchange 
earnings. 

I.B.R.D. Starr - January 18, 1967 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF "INVISIBLES" TO FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS 

1. In the IBRD Staff study on Supplementary Financial Measures, 

export receipts from which shortfalls are to be measured have been defined 

to include "merchandise and, where appropriate, invisible items". At the 

meeting of the Committee on Financing and Invisibles in April 1966 where 

the Study was considered, and later at the first meeting of the Inter

governmental Group on Supplementary Financing, questions were raised as 

to the reliability of statistics on invisibles as well as the practicability 

of including these in the definition of export receipts from which short

fall8 could be measured. 

2. The attached note examines the importance and composition of 

invisibles in the aggregate exchange earnings of 41 developing countries. 

The available statistics show that on an average, invisibles have been 

quite significant in the total current account receipts of the countries 

studied, but the average has been considerably affected by the importance 

of invisibles in a few countries (e.g. Korea, Jordan, Israel, Panama, Libya, 

Mexico, Vietnam, Morocco). Moreover, the composition of invisibles differs 

among countries: for example, in Mexico the major item has been tourism, 

in Korea, government transactions and in Israel private transfers. The 

principal question i~ whether shortfalls in some of these items should be 

included in the definition of export receipts for the purposes of Supple

mentary Finance Scheme. 

3. In the opinion of the IBRD Staff, the judgment as to whether it 

is appropriate to include invisibles should depend not only on the size of 
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in\~sibles in the current account earnings of a country, but also on the 

nature of invisibles as well as their composition. The appropriateness 

of including invisibles for the purpose of a Supplementary Finance Scheme 

would then have to be decided on a country by country basis. 



THE CONTRIBUTION OF "INVISIBLES" TO FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS 

Concepts 

Invisibles are defined to include the following broad categories 

of transactions and are identified in the balance of payments as formulated 

by the IMF in the following manner: 

Item 3 - Freight and Insurance 

This relates to freight received by domestic carriers on ship

ments to foreign countries as also to freight received for transport of 

goods between any two foreign countries. Similarly, insurance covers 

insurance receipts on international shipments. 

Item 4 - other Transportation 

This covers receipts from foreigners for services rendered by 

inland waterways, coa5tal shipping, railways and airlines, e.g. passenger 

fares, bunkerage, stevedoring, port dues, etc. 

Item 5 - Travel 

The main component of this is "tourism" but it also includes 

receipts from foreign business travelers, students, government officials 

and other travelers. 

Item 6 - Investment Income 

Receipts under this head cover transferred income from financial 

investments abroad and include undistributed earnings of corporate direct 

investment enterprise~, other undistributed dividends as also interest 

payable but added to principal amounts of outstanding assets. 
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Item 7 - Government Transactions Not Included Elsewhere 

Under this head are included domestic expenditures by foreign 

governments in respect of their diplomatic and military personnel, pay

ments received for services rendered under foreign aid programs, sale 

proceeds from purchases of real estate by foreign governments, etc. 

Item 8 - other Services 

This item comprises a variety of payments received for services 

such as non-merchandise insurance premia, wages and salaries received by 

nationals from foreign non-governmental employers, management fees, under

writing commissions, etc. 

The above six categories of 'invisibles' are characterized as 

"services" and constitute, along with merchandise exports and non-monetary 

gold, the goods and services account of the balance of payments. Quite 

frequently, the concept of a current account is also used; it includes 

besides the items referred to above, "private transfers". 

Private transfers cover all non-governmental transactions which 

lack a 'quid pro quo'. They include such receipts as tax refunds received 

by private nationals, other taxes and fees, non-contractual pensions and, 

most importantly, so-called migrants' remittances, besides voluntary contri

butions received by private persons and institutions. 

Statistical Limitations 

There are numerous difficulties in assessing the precise contri

bution of receipts from "invisibles" to a country's foreign exchange earnings. 

The complexity of the transactions involved despite the formalized classifi

cation adopted by the IMF makes reporting difficult. Quite frequently no 
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breakdown of the various components of "services" is given and in some 

instances no data whatsoever are available. A less frequent but serious 

difficulty arises from the fact that figures for the various items are 

shown on a net basis: this leads to an understatement of "gross receipts" 

since a credit figure under one head might be net of some payments and a 

'debit' figure does not necessarily mean that the country earned nothing 

whatsoever from that source. A further difficulty stems from the not un-

common practice of combining receipts from more than one source or of 

including them in the catch-all "other services". For example, earnings 

from freight and insurance are sometimes included with those from "other 

transportation" or under "other services". 

Analysis of Data 

Despite these limitations, the data are sufficiently reliable 

to reveal what relationship receipts from 'invisibles' bear to total cur-

rent account earr.ings and which are the more important items. Data were 

compiled for 41 developing countries for the period 1956-1963!/ and the 

summary results are shown in Annex Table 1. The Table indicates that total 

receipts from invisibles as a percentage of total current account (exports 

plus invisibles) for the period were on an average 19.4 per cent for the 41 

countries. Earnings from "services" for these countries amounted on average to 

$3,335 million in the 8 years 1956-1963 and correspond to 20.4 per cent of their 

earnings from merchandise export::;, inclusive of non-monetary gold. If private 

transfer payments are also taken into account, their average annual receipt. s 

from "invisibles" rises to $3,933 million or 24.0 per cent of exports. 

1/ The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland comprising the present Malawi 
Rhodesia and Zambia is treated as one area for the period in question.' 
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For the period in question, the data also indicate that the 

average rate of growth in earnings from invisibles has been greater than 

that in merchandise exporC8 per se, e.g. during 1956-1963 exports rose by 

3.4 per cent annually, whereas earnings from invisibles rose by 4.3 per cent. 

Consequently, the weight of "invisibles" in gross external earnings had risen 

~omewhat: in 1956 they corresponded to about 18.6 per cent of aggregate re-

ceipt~ on current account; by 1963 the proportion had risen to 19.4 per cent. 

Except in the recession year 1958, earnings from invisibles dis-

played a steadily u~rard trend during the period as a whole (vide Table II). 

The most rapid rate of growth among the various sources of earnings from in-

'nsibles was in 'private tran~fers' category, which averaged 9.7 per cent per 

year during the period. This was folloHed by receipts from freight (7 .0 per 

cent per year) and travel (5.6 per cent per year). 

The relative contribution of each item in the invisible earnings 

of each of the 41 countries is summarized in Table III. The picture that 

emerges is broadly as follows: 

"Travel nY is the most important constituent accounting for some 

22.3 per cent aggregate receipts from "invisibles". However, only in the 

case of Mexico was "travel" of overriding significance, contributing about 

nine-tenths of aggregate receipts from invisibles. Mexico also accounted 

for over 60 per cent of the total receipts from travel of all the 41 coun-

tries taken together. 

Y Source: International Travel Statistics, 1963; International 
Union of Official Travel Organizations. 
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"Freight, Insurance and other Transportation" is the next largest 

source of income from invisibles in the countries studied. Together they 

constitute about one-fifth of the aggregate earnins~> from invisibles. For 

some countries, e.g. Argentina, Ceylon, Chile, U.A.R., receipts from this 

item were by far the most important in their total receipts from services. 

An equally important source of invisible earnings for most coun

tries studied is the catch-all item "other services". It accounted for a 

little over 20 per cent of the annual invisibles earnings for these countries. 

The next largest single source of income is "Government Transactions 

Not Included Elsewhere 11 • Receipts under this head constituted the most signi

ficant item in the aggregate invisible earnings for a few countries, e.g. 

Korea, Libya, Morocco, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand. 

Investment income receipts form but a relatively minor part of 

total earnings from invisibles of the less developed countries (LDCs), 'for 

the 41 countries studied such receipts constituting, on average, about 5.9 

per cent of their gross earnings from invisibles. Nevertheless, it is signi

ficant that they were about the most volatile element in "invisible" earnings, 

the year-to-year fluctuations in their case being much sharper than in other 

items of invisibles receipts. Data also indicate that over the period 

1956-1963 as a whole, the annual average receipts from this source, in 

contrast to other items, declined by a small amount for the group of 41 

countries taken together. 

Private transfers contributed on average about $598 million to 

the 41 countries in 1956-1963 or 15.2 per cent of total invisibles. 
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Table IV shows the relative weight of invisibles in the total 

current account receipts of the 41 countries ranked according to the share 

of invisibles in total earnings. In eight of these countries (viz. Morocco, 

Vietnam, Mexico, Libya, Panama, Israel, Jordan and Korea) average receipts 

from invisibles over the period 1956-63 were over one-third of their total 

receipts on current account. For Panama, Israel, Jordan and Korea the con-

tribution of invisibles was over 60%. For Panama and Jordan "other services" 

consisting largely of earnings of Panamanians working in the Canal Zone and 

Jordanians working abroad, were of overriding importance. In the case of 

Israel "private transfers", consisting largely of personal and institutional 

remittances from abroad, and for Korea "Government Transactions not included 

elsewhere", were the largest source of income from invisibles. 

However, it is interesting to note that for a majority of these 

countries (25 out of 41), the average contribution of invisibles over the 

period 1956-63 to total current account was less than 19.4%, which is the 

average for all 41 less-developed countries taken together. The average 

contribution of invi sibles to the total current account of these 25 countries 

taken together was only 10%. 

I.B.R.D. Staff 
January 18, 1967 



Table I 

Surnma!:l Statement of Gross Recei 
and "lnvisibles" 

-Calendar year data in millions of U.s. 

1956 195'( 1958 1959 

Exports of merchandise and 15,294 15,778 14,711 15,502 
non-monetary gold 

Gross receipts from services 
of which: 3047 3301 3123 3025 
Travel 131 817 736 809 
Government n.i.e. 698 726 690 568 
Investment income 238 2)1 200 198 
Freight, insurance and other 

602 631 631 656 transportation 
Other services 113 902 864 794 

Total goods and services 18,341 19,085 17,835 18,527 

Private transfers 448 423 435 5'(8 

Total gross receipts from 
merchandise exports and 18,789 19,5o8 18,270 19,104 invisibles 

Total Invisibles 3495 3130 3558 3603 

N.B. Totals may not add up because of progressive rolmding. 

Source: IMF Balance of Payments Year Books. 

1960 -
16,465 

3382 
902 
601 
245 

821 
812 

19,848 

627 

20,474 

4009 

Gold 

dollar equivalent-

.Annual Average 
1961 1962 1963 1956-63 

16,575 17,416 19,109 16,357 

.3431 3540 3820 3335 
961 997 1066 878 
578 637 718 652 
289 219 216 231 

858 930 952 760 
743 756 864 814 

20,006 20,955 22,929 19,692 

677 763 827 598 

20,682 21,719 23,756 20,290 

4108 4303 4647 3933 



Table II 

Annual Percent Chan es in Gross 
Invisibles and Merchandise Exports of 

1956-57 1957-58 

Freight, Marine Insurance 
4.8 and Other Transportation 0 

Travel 10.9 -9.9 

Investment Incomes -3.0 -13.4 
Govenunent, n.i.e. 4.0 -5.0 
Other Services 16.7 -4.2 

Total Services 8.5 -5.6 
Private Transfers -5.6 2.8 

Total Invisibles 6.7 -4.6 
Merchandise Exports and 

3.2 -6.8 non-monetary gold 

Total Receipts 3.8 -6.4 

N .B. A minus (-) sign is for a decline. 

Source: IMF Balance of Payments Yearbooks 

1958-59 1959-60 

4.0 25.2 

9.9 11.5 

-1.0 23.7 
-17.7 5.8 
-8.1 2.3 

-3.1 11.8 

32.9 8.5 

1.3 11.3 

5.4 . 6.2 

4.6 7.2 

Cumulative 
Annual Average 

1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1956-63 

4.5 8.4 2.4 1.0 

6.5 3.1 6.9 $.6 

18.0 -24.2 -1.4 -.2 
-3.8 10.2 12.7 .9 
-8.5 .1.7 14.3 2.0 

1.4 3.2 1.9 3.4 
8.0 12.7 8.4 9.1 

2.$ 4.7 8.0 4.3 

.1 5.1 9.1 3.4 

1.0 5.0 9.4 3.5 



Table Itt 

A.verase A.nmal Rec e.:i.Ets from Merchandise E~crts and Inviaibles 2 1956-1963 
-in $ million-

Frei&ht insurance 
bport.a inol udiDC and other Total ServiJ:: ea Total Invisiblea Tot.al Current 
nm-.me:!:!!J: 1 old TrarwE:ort.ation !!:!!!!. Inveat•nt Inco- Gcwern..~ n.i.e. other Services (2-6) Pr1 vate !rAI'fl fera (7+8) Account ReceiE,tS 

A.rcent.ina lo68 91 6 20 10 )1 157 4 161 1229 
Bollna 66 • 1 2 1 4 1 5 n 
Brazil 1))7 46 14 ) 25 66 154 15 1!9 15o6 
8..-- 2)6 4 • 4 7 6 22 2 24 260 
Ceylon 363 24 6 10 so 1 52 415 
Chile 445 24 20 12 7 62 7 69 514 
China (Taiwan) 188 ll 2 1 ll s )0 10 40 228 
Col-i& SJJ )7 16 1 4 30 88 s 9) 626 
C e~~ta Rica 84 3 7 • 6 18 2 20 lll. 
Dol'linic an Republic 149 6 s 1 2 s 18 2 21 170 
Ecuadcr 1)9 4 3 3 10 1 ll 150 
El SalnOOr 124 1 5 1 2 s 12 2 14 1)8 
EU,iopia 75 I, 2 8 1 17 ) 20 95 
Ghana )01 8 3 12 3 22 la9 • 49 350 
JuateMla ll9 6 1 4 ) 16 1 17 1)6 
Ha.i t1 37 2 6 1 12 s 17 54 
Hoodur.., 71& 1 1 1 1 2 6 • 7 81 
I aHa 13110 118 32 )6 86 78 320 129 449 1829 
Indonesia 1n 16 • 7 .. 1' lo6 • 46 817 
Iran 800 .. 6 22 20 Sla 3 57 857 
Iraq 600 20 18 ll 10 .. 60 1 61 661 
Israel 203 61 24 ll 7 29 131 1911 ))0 53) 
Jordan lb 2 9 2 .. 17 34 3 17 51 
I cr .. 37 s 1 4 68 3 81 )1 lll 148 
Libya 10 3 2 2 34 13 Sla 1 55 125 
llalawi, Rhod.oia, Zubia 560 lb 9 )1 2 25 81 )0 lll 671 
"exico 828 • 539 ll 41 5n s 596 1424 
Morocco 351 18 26 6 lJ6 6 ·~ ll 2o6 557 
11eancua n 7 2 • 3 .. 16 • 16 93 
Palriotan )76 lS 1 6 )9 )1 9b 12 lo6 482 
p- ss 1 29 .. 44 86 3 89 144 
Porquay 38 1 1 2 2 s 1 1 45 
Peru U7 ll 20 • 1 20 SY 9 66 b83 
Ph111pp1neo Sb2 s 3 7 58 52 125 Sb 179 721 
SwlaD 189 2 1 s 6 10 23 1 24 21) 
Syrio 146 21. ll 13 10 58 9 67 213 
Tba1lond 401 10 6 19 11 53 s 58 459 
tW! 476 156 9 16 4 n 263 13 276 752 
tlnpay 151 4 21 1 3 3 )6 • 37 188 
V~a•la 2467 25 14 66 llO llO 2577 n.- 69 s 6 20 )3 15 48 ll7 
Total 14156 768 878 2)1 654 809 )))1 596 3931 20,267 

• 1Jil1catea an a~t l•• thm 1 • 
I.B. DiacreJ*ICY 1A t.otalo clue to roundiJI«. 
SoaKes IJif' Balonce ~ Payaento tearb-



Table IV 

Invisi bles as % of Total Current Account for 41 Countrie's 
---r.A:Onual Av.erage, 19,6-b"JT 

Total Invisibles as % 
Invisibles Total of Total 

Services Pri-vate Transfers 1+2 Current Account Current Accoun·t 

Venezuela 110 110 2577 4.3 
Indonesia 46 * 46 817 5.6 
Iran 54 3 57 857 6.7 
Bolivia 4 1 5 71 7.2 
Ecuador 10 1 11 150 7.5 
Honduras 6 * 7 81 8.8 
Burma 22 2 24 260 9.2 
Iraq 60 1 61 661 9.2 
E1 Salvador 12 2 14 138 10.1 
Br2.zi1 154 15 169 1506 11.2 
Sudan 23 1 24 213 11.3 
Dominican Republic 18 2 21 170 12.4 
Guatemala 16 1 17 136 12.5 
Ceylon so 1 52 415 12.6 
Thailand 53 5 58 459 12.6 
J.rgentina 157 4 161 1229 1).2 
Chile 62 7 69 514 13.5 
Peru 57 9 66 483 13.7 
Ghana 49 * 49 350 14.0 
Colombia 88 5 93 626 14.8 
Paraguay 5 1 7 45 15.6 
!1ala1-r.i, Rhodesia, Zambia 81 30 111 671 16.5 
I~icaragua 16 * 16 93 17.2 
China 30 10 40 228 17.6 
Costa Rica 18 2 20 104 19.2 
Uruguay 36 * 37 188 19.7 
Ethiopia 17 3 20 95 21.1 
Pakistan 94 12 106 482 22.0 
India 320 129 449 1829 24.6 
Philippines 125 54 179 721 24.8 
U)..R 263 13 276 752 27.2 
Haiti 12 5 17 54 31.4 
Syria 58 9 67 213 31.6 
Morocco 195 11 206 557 37.0 
Vietnam 33 15 48 117 41.0 
Mexico 591 5 596 1424 41.9 
Libya 54 1 55 125 44.0 
Panama 86 3 89 144 61.8 
Israel 131 199 330 533 61.9 
Jordan 34 3 37 51 74.0 
Korea 81 31 ill 148 75.0 

Source: Table III 
* Indicates an amount less than 1. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FlliANCE: "FORM AND TERMS OF ASSisrANCE" 

Form of Assistance 

As in the case of the provision of any type of long-term aid, 

Supplementary Finance could be provided to a country by the Agency in 

three forms: a) related to projects; b) related to a list of goods and 

services for which the funds could be used; and c) as an outright transfer 

of cash to the country. One prerequisite in determining the choice of one 

of these three forms as the appropriate one for Supplementary Finance is 

that of ''timeliness"; that is, such assistance should be forthcoming 

shortly after an unexpected shortfall has been identified so that it avoids 

the disruption of the development progr~~ which would otherwise occur. 

Consideration of the 'Jt.imeliness" cri·t;erion leads to the discarding of 

the alternative of linking Supplementary Finance to projects. Adminis

tration of aid through them is a time consuming process, which does not 

meet the need to have assistance provided in a matter of a few months or less. 

The choice between the other two alternative ways of providing Supplementary 

Finance cannot be decided on economic grounds. Whatever alternative is 

chosen, the fundamental need for the Agency to be satisfied that the resources 

thus transferred are used effectively and for worthwhile development purposes 

is met by the fact that satisfactory performance of the members under the 

Scheme is a prerequisite to the assistance and that access to it depends on 

the implementation of a development program and related policies previously 
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agreed with the Agency. It may, however, be mentioned that of the 

alternatives previously mentioned, if it is found necessary to relate 

the assistance to particular goods and services, the procedures adopted 

would have to take into consideration the particular situation of each 

country concerned, so as to ensure that the requisite of ''timeliness" is 

fulfilled. This consideration suggests th<~t, in order to ensure the most 

efficient operation of the Agency, the choice of the form of assistance 

should be left to the discretion of the Agency to work out with the member 

country requesting assistance so that the developnent program may go 

forward. 

Terms of Assistance 

Here, as elsewhere, the approach of the Study has been pragmatic 

and flexible. The principal idea underlying the attitude of the Study on 

the question of terms is to emphasize the need for tailoring these terms 

to individual country situations which differ markedly in export outlook, 

debt structure, savings potentiality etc. 

Given the out standing debt position of many developing countries, 

the World Bank, the Development Assistance Committee of the O.E.C.D. and 

others have been arguing for softer terms on development assistance. The 

terms on which a developing country receives development finance should be 

determined on the basis of an examination of the over-all financial and 

economic position of a country - not only the present but the future outlook 

as well. 

On the subject of terms of financing, the Study expressed the 

view that supplementary finance should be treated on the same basis as basic 

development finance. This view is based on the argument that financial 

assistance under the Scheme is intended to enable countries to carry out 
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their development programs, which would otherwise be disrupted. Hence, 

the terms of such assistance should be tho~e appropriate for the financing 

of long- term investments. This is particularly true regardine the matur

itity of credits provided for this purpose, as short-term financing of 

such investments is undesirable and has been at the root of many debt 

crises in the developing countries. Since we have argued that the terms 

of basic development finance should be determined by the economic outlook 

in a country, we also feel that the same considerations should apply in 

determining the terms on supplementary assistance. Given the present 

indebtedness problems of developing countries, and the fact that in several 

countries the debt servicing ratio has already reached serious proportions, 

which severely limits the capacity of these countries to undertake further 

debt on any but the "softest" terms, it is clear that terms on supplementary 

finance (as also on basic development finance) for some countries, should 

be something like IDA terms. Though the precise terms on which a country 

receives supplementary finance could be decided individually, for adminis

trative convenience it may be possible to decide broad categories of terms 

within which different developing countries would fall. In this way it may 

be useful to indicate in advance to the member countries the particular 

group to which they belong without having to specify the precise terms of 

a credit, which can then be left to be determined at the time of the short

fall. 

An illustration of the division of countries in such categories 

is provided by the practice of the World Bank group. While the terms of 

Bank lending are generally the same for all borrowers - repayment periods 

related to the life of the project and interest determined by the rates at 
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which the Bank borrows - repayments are at times related to the debt 

servicing capacity of the country. The IDA credits are interest-free 

(with only a service charge of 3/h of l%) and maturity of fifty years 

(including the grace period of ten years). By varying the Bank-IDA mix 

in the total volume of lending to countries, it has been possible for the 

Bank, in effect, to have different average terms for different countries 

depending on the economic conditions and outlook. The flexibility that 

the Bank has been able to exercise in determining average terms of lending 

to member countries has, of course, been limited by the availability of 

IDA funds. Nevertheless, within these limits, it has been possible to 

achieve marked variety of terms on development assistance from the Bank 

group. There are now broadly four categories of countries: 

(i) entirely "Bank countries", 

(ii) entirely ''IDA countries", 

(iii) "hard-blend" countries, which receive assistance mainly 

from the Bank but also some IDA finance, and 

(iv) "soft-blend" countries which receive assistance mainly 

from the IDA, but also some Bank finance. 

Granting the need for flexibility in the terms of supplementary 

and development finance, there is an interesting question which is sometimes 

raised: should not the terms of supplementary finance be more lenient than 

those of basic finance (even in the ideal case) because of the fact that 
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(a) following a contraction in exports, the savings and debt servicing 

capacity of the country would have diminished and (b) the bridging of the 

exchange gap through the Scheme can only insure a continuation of develop

ment according to the plan but does not generate extra foreign currency 

earnings in the future. The idea behind the former argument is that the 

tenus of basic finance would be determined at the beginning of the plan 

period or in yearly aid negotiations, on the basis of the expected outlook 

of the country 1 s debt servicing and saving capacities. If an export short

fall subsequently occurs, the question is whether there are reasons to 

suppose that the outlook has changed or not. If it has not, the terms for 

Supplementary Finance should be the same as those currently prevailing for 

basic finance. It should be recognized that, for practical purposes, these 

terms are associated with a range of values of the relevant factors which 

affect their choice. An increase in the amount of long-term indebtedness 

because of the Supplementary Finance received - with all other factors 

remaining constant - would not by itself require different terms for aid. 

However, if the occurrence of the shortfalls leads to a reassessment of 

the country's debt servicing capacity and saving potentiality, the more 

lenient terms which would be required for Supplementary Finance would, it 

is argued, be only a reflection of the new tams which would now be deemed 

necessary for basic finance too. 'l'his may be associated with a revision 

of the development program if it is agreed that a fundamental change in 

the country's economic outlook has occurred. 
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The other idea - that the Scheme can only insure a continuation 

of development according to the plan but does not generate extra foreign 

currency earnings in the future - is only partially true. It would depend 

on what the expected exports were meant to finance. If there are export 

(or re-export) industries, by making possible the implementation of original 

investment or production targets, the Scheme does contribute to an expansion 

in exports (now or in future) over what would have been otherwise possible. 

The real question, however, is that since supplementary finance is a credit, 

an export shortfall covered in this manner would increase the total indebted

ness of the country over what would have been the case otherwise (had this 

shortfall never occurred); and therefore the terms of these credits should 

be as soft as possible unrelated to the terms on which the country receives 

basic finance. The validity of this point of view depends on how one looks 

at supplementary finance. If one thinks of it in terms of "compensation", 

that is compensating the developing countries in some sense for their un

expected export shortfalls, then of course supplementary assistance should 

be grants (to equate it to export earnings). If, however, as viewed in the 

Study , supplementary assistance is an emerg&LCY development credit to augment 

the long-term flow of capital to the extent of an export shortfall, then 

there is no reason why it should be treated any differently from basic 

finance so far as terms are concerned. This, of course, increases the 

indebtedness of the country; but if the terms of additional indebtedness 

are tailored to the country's debt servicing capacity, this is no more than 

what a country would have been willing to undertake, in the form of basic 

finance, had the "unexpected" shortfall been in fact "expected 11 at the 
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beginning of the planning period. In the event of an export shortfall, 

the availability of supplementary finance is tantamount to an increase 

in the flow of basic development finance in mid-period in order to support 

an agreed plan. 

Some have suggested the idea of "rotation of funds" for the 

Scheme by making such assistance short-term, or at least medium-term 

(10 to 15 years). Our view on this is that relatively quick repayments 

of supplementary finance by countries which are likely to be dependP.nt 

on foreign capital and are already in critical indebtedness position 

"would usually mean that they would have to borrow elsewhere in order to 

repay the amounts due to the Agency; the alternative of retarding the 

development process runs counter to the very purpose of supplementary 

finance" (p. 60, Study). As we see it, supplementary finance is not 

temporary balance of payments support - to tide over year to year imbalances -

or a "bailing out 11 operation, but a species of development finance, ex-

tended on the same basis and for the same purposes as basic development 

finance - to promote long-term growth of the country. Only in the case 

of those developing countries where there are good reasons to expect the 

resource gap to close in the near future while maintaining an adequate 

rate of economic growth and where the present indebtedness position is 

comfortable, would it make economic sense to prescribe relatively short 

repayment periods. 

The concluding paragraph in the chapter on the form and terms 

of assistance in the Study had pointed to the pos~ibility that there may 

be circumstances under which the Agency could request advance repayment 

of its credits to a country. It has been suggested that this idea would be 

self-defeating since it would run counter to the basic rationale behind 
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foreign assistance. As it is clearly stated in the SGudy, the circumstances 

which would make advance repayment possible are probably infrequent, and 

it is not envisaged that developing countries which still have a "resource 

gap" would be asked for advance repayment. It is only in cases where the 

resource and foreign exchange position of the country improves so substan-

tially over time that it could afford to repay its debt to the Agency before 

maturity (e.g. due to the discovery of oil or the emergence of a new export 

factor) without affecting its attainable rate of growth that the Agency may 

retain the right to request repayment earlier than originally stipulated. 

l.B.R.D. Staff 
December 14, 1966 
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THE POLICY PACKAGE OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE SCHEME 

l. Introduction 

The UNCTAD Resolution A.IV.l8 of l 96u called for a scheme to provide 

long-term assistance to developing countries which would help them to avoid 

the disruption of their development programs due to unexpected shortfalls in 

their export earnings. The Bank Staff Report on Supplementary Financial 

Measures proposes a scheme for this purpose. An integral part of this pro-

posal is a mutually agreed projection of 'reasonable expectations' of export 

earnings over a period of years, so that this could be used to determine 

whether and to what extent an 'unexpected shortfall' of export earnings oc-

curred during the period. Another basic feature of the scheme is a 'policy 

package', i.e. an agreement between the Agencyl/ administering the scheme, 

and a member country about the development program to be undertaken by the 

countrf and a set of basic development policies which are objectively regarded 

as appropriate by the international community. An important purpose of draw-

ing up the policy package is to have a method of determining whether a short-

fall is due to factors beyond the control of the country or not. A shortfall 

occurring in a country which has been following the policy package is assumed 

to be beyond its control. If these matters are agreed to between the Agency 

and the country at the beginning of a planning period, and so long as the 

country adheres to the terms of such an understanding, it can be presumed 

that any shortfall from reasonable expectations of export earnings, as speci-

fied in the agreed export projection, is one for which the country is eligible 

!/ This memorandum does not attempt to specify the nature of the Agency, or the 
extent to which it will be guided by the advice of other international 
financial agencies in reaching understandings with its members. 
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to receive assistance from the Agency, without a time-consuming study of 

the causes and consequences of such shortfall at the time it occurs. It 

is hoped, in this way, that the assistance provided by the Agency will be 

both certain and prompt in times of difficulty. This paper is a further 

elaboration of the nature of such a policy package. 

2. The Development Program 

A basic element of the initial understanding between the Agency 

and a country is the development program which the country intends to under

take. Some developing countries have already reached the stage of being 

able to formulate comprehensive and systematic medium-term development programs, 

covering a period of about five years. However, some other countries have not 

yet reached that stage, but even in this case, there would be partial public 

investment plans; in these cases, the Agency would adopt a flexible inter

pretation of the criteria of potential disruption. 1~ile it is not necessary 

or desirable that all countries should have systematic and comprehensive .plans, 

there must be some conscious attempt to lay down objective and specific courses 

of action for the future, irrespective of the existence of supplementary finance. 

It is only on the basis of such targets for future action that any meaning can 

be given to the idea of potential disruption of a development program. Whether 

or not these targets can be quantified will depend on the countries, but in 

most cases, it is likely that it would be feasible and desirable to quantify 

such targets. 

In evaluating a country's development program, two aspects have to 

be considered. In the first place, given the long-term goals of the country, 

the program must be formulated to achieve those goals as efficiently as pos

sible. In the second place, the policies associated with the program should 
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be such as to mobilize the required amount of the country's own resources. 

In addition, the viability of a development program depends on whether 

foreign assistance is likely to be available on a sufficient scale. As of 

the present time, creditor countries have not been able to make firm commit

ments of their assistance to the developing countries over medium-term periods, 

covering their development programs. Even if firm commitments cannot be made 

from the creditor countries, there must be some indication that the scale on 

which external assistance is envisaged for the development program is adequate 

and realistic. 

The World Bank has been engaged in providing technical and financial 

assistance to the developing countries in connection with their development 

efforts and in making periodic reviews of these efforts, partly for its own 

operational needs and partly in its role of coordinating aid to the develop

ing countries from various sources. In evaluating the development programs 

of its member countries for the purposes of supplementary finance, the Agency 

could avail itself of this experience of the World Bank. 

3. EXport Policies 

A matter of special importance, both in connection with the financing 

plan and the projection of a country's export earnings, is the set of policies 

which a country intends to pursue in connection with its exports. The exports 

of a country depend, not only on the conditions of world trade, but also on 

the country's own policies. In order to make a reasonable projection of ex

port earnings, we must consider the conditions of world trade, the policies 

of other countries and also the country's own policies affecting its exports. 
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The policies which are relevant rolate to contemplated investments, 

particularly in the export sector, the incentives to be given to 

producers in this sector and the exchange ru1d trade policies which 

mieht affect the country's competitive position in world trade. 

4. Monetary and Financial Policies 

Another element of the policy package that has to be a part 

of the initial understanding is the set of monetary and financial 

policies of the developing country, as these would affect the development 

program itself, the mobilization of domestic resources for the program, 

and the balance of payments. The monetary and financial policies would 

presumably need to be compatible with the objective of the Supplementary 

Finance Scheme to maintain the scale of the development program. However, 

quantitative precision in such matters cannot be achieved over a period 

as long as five years. In reaching an understanding with a member 

country, the Agency could avail itself of the experience and advice of 

the International Monetary Fund on matters falling within the field of 

the Fund's responsibilities. 

5. Adjustments to Changing Conditions 

When a development program is drawn up, an attempt is made to 

estimate the likely future values of many variables, using all such 

information as is available at the time. However, the actual changes 

of these variables are unlikely to conform exactly to expectations. 

Those concerned with formulating development programs must, therefore, 

recognize this possibility, and incorporate some method of adjusting the 

country's policies to changing conditions. 
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When a country suffers an export shortfall, in addition to any 

assistance it receives from the Agency, the country itself should make 

an effort to offset a part of this shortfall without disrupting its 

development program. One possibility for some countries is to reduce 

consumption; to some extent this would follow automatically because of 

the fall in incomes of the export sector; in addition there may be 

deliberate attempts to restrict consumption of non-essential items over 

and above the automatic adjustments which would result from the income 

changes. Further, in some cases, countries affected by export short

falls may be able to use a part of their reserves to meet the loss of 

export earnings. In order that the obligations of the Agency and the 

country are clear-cut from the beginning, and to avoid delays in provid

ing assistance at the time of the shortfall, there should be an agreenent 

in the initial understanding about these ways of meeting any shortfall. 

In addition, some countries may also be able to borrow short-term funds 

from other sources for this purpose, although the Agency might have to 

refinance such loans. 

In the past, when developing countries were faced with large 

~nd unexpected shortfalls of their export earnings, they often had to 

make serious adjustments in their investments, amounting to a dis

ruption of their development programs. The establishment of the Sup

plementary Financing Scheme will remove this cause of a disruption of 

development programs. There may, however, be cases where the whole 
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export picture of a country or the market for its major export has 

suffered so drastically that it becomes desirable to have a major 

revision of the development program, which was based on an earlier 

export projection. Such instances are likely to be infrequent 

within the planning periods of about five years covered by the 

Scheme, but when this type of change occurs, the allocation of 

investments to the sectors producing the exports for which market 

conditions have changed seriously has to be reconsidered. While 

the sectoral composition of the development program might need to 

be altered, it should generally be possible to maintain the scale 

of the program and the Agency would provide assistance to meet 

shortfalls from the original export projection. lf, however, it 

is agreed between the Agency and the country that the change in 

the export prospects of a country is a fundamental one, then a 

new development program and associated policy package based on a 

revised export projection will have to be drawn up. 

Because of the need for these various adjustments, to 

meet the effects of a shortfall, policies agreed upon in the 

initial understanding cannot be assumed to be frozen at the time. 

On the contrary, they would be adapted to the particular circum

stances which will occur in the course of a planning period. These 
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adj ustments would be made in consultation with the Agency, which 

would presumably look to the Wbrld Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund for advice on matters falling within their respec-

tive fields. 

6 . Periodic Review 

For the purpose of the Supplementary Financing Scheme, it is 

not sufficient that a satisfactory development program is agreed to 

at the beginning of a plan period. It is also necessary that such 

a development program and associated policies are implemented dur-

ing the plan period. This requires periodic review and consulta-

tions between the Agency and the member countries similar to those 

of such institutions as the World Bank and the International Monetary 

Fund. In the course of such periodic reviews, it may be found that 

a country is not following the policies agreed to ini tia.lly; in 

that case, the country will no longer be eligible for assistance 

from the Agency in the event of unexpected shortfa.lls occurring 

in the future, until such time as the country conforms to these 

policies, or a new understanding is arrived at. 

I.B.R.D. Staff 
December lh, 1966 
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SHORl'FALLS AND "OVERAGES" IN THE SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE SCHEME 

1. The Supplementary Finance Scheme has been proposed, on the basis 

of UNCTAD Resolution A.IV.l8, to help avoid the disruption of well conceived 

development programs, which have commanded international support for their 

financing, when this disruption could potentially be caused by a lack of 

foreign exchange due to an unexpected export shortfall. It is thus analogous 

to an insurance fund for protecting development programs from one particular 

unforeseen and unavoidable circumstance - a shortfall of actual export earnings 

from the expected values. In the event of such a shortfall, the Scheme would 

assist a developing country by providing long-term credits to prevent a dis

ruption of its development program. This paper elaborates on the method by 

which to determine the amount of financial assistance that a country can 

expect from the Scheme. 

2. An essential feature of the Scheme is an understanding between 

the Agency and the country on an export projection for a period, over which 

the country has formulated a developnent plan. The export proj action indicates 

the amounts of foreign exchange which the country may reasonably anticipate 

earning from its exports in each year of this period. Such projections are 

based on reasonable assumptions regarding world trade developments, and on 

the assumption that specific policies will be followed. Such projections, 

together with projections of other items affecting foreign exchange availa

bility, would be required by developing countries irrespective of the 

existence of supplementary finance, in order to judge the feasibility of 
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their development programs. Agreement on these export projection~ 

between the country and the Agency would reflect the financial viability 

of the development plan in terms of internal and external resources, or 

in other words, from the point of view of availability of adequate 

domestic savings and foreign exchange. 

3. Given such an agreed projection of export proceeds on which a 

country's development program is based, the financial assistance which a 

country can expect from the Scheme in the event of an export shortfall may 

be determined by comparing the actual exports with the projected exports. 

The basic principle proposed in the Scheme is that such financial assistance 

should be related to the amount of shortfalls - the amounts by which actual 

exports fall short of projected exports in particular years - net of "overages" -

the amounts by which actual exports exceed projected exports in other years 

within the same planning period. In this way, the country uses any overages 

it earns during a projection period to finance shortfalls which occur in 

that same period. Because overages may occur before or after particular 

shortfalls, it is proposed that the assistance provided by the Scheme during 

a projection period should be in the form of 1 contingent credits 1 , in the 

sense that a part or whole of it may be repaid within the projection period. 

At any time during the projection period, the total contingent credits 

extended by the Scheme to a country would equal the total shortfalls net of 

total overages which have already occurred up to that time; if an overage 

occurs after such contingent credits have been advanced, then the overage 
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would be used to repay such loans. All the contingent loans which remain 

outstanding at the end of the period would be converted to a long-term credit, 

equal to the total shortfalls less total overages which occurred during the 

entire period. However, there are certain other adjustments which have to 

be made in this calculation, and these are described below. 

Adjustments in Shortfalls and Overages 

h. When actual exports fall short of projected exports, the need 

for extra foreign exchange to maintain the agreed development program is 

not necessarily equal to the entire amount of such shortfall. Che reason 

is that when an export shortfall occurs, the income of the export sector 

is correspondingly lower. This may affect its consumption and investment 

expenditures. Depending on the economic conditio:1s in a country and the 

kind of policies which the country adopts, there may be room to absorb part 

of the loss of expected foreign exchange receipts through a reduction in 

consumption expenditures without disrupting the development program. This 

reduction in consumption may include deliberate attempts to restrict con

sumption of 'non-essential' items over and above the induced adjustments 

which would result from the income changes. 

s. In the same way that shortfalls will cause a decrease in con-

sumption expenditures through the process of income reduction, overages 

will operate in the reverse direction, as incomes in the export sector 

tend to rise. There will be a tendency for foreign exchange requirements 

to increase to meet the increased consumption expenditures which will absorb 

part of the unexpected receipts. Therefore, in calculating the financial 

assistance provided by the Scheme, the amounts of shortfalls and of overages 

must be reduced by a factor to take account of the income effect on con

sumption expenditures, so that the financial assistance of the Scheme is 
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more closely related to the actual changes in the demand for foreign 

exchange. An exact calculation of the changes in foreign exchange require-

ments due to shortfalls and overages of export earnings is, of course, a 

very complicated matter, depending on many variables on which adequate 

information may not be readily available. Therefore, for practical purposes, 

it may be sufficient to agree on a percentage factor which may be applied 

to both shortfalls and overages. In any case, it may be expected that such 

percentage factors would be small, relative to total shortfalls or overages. 

6. Another element that has to be taken into consideration in cal-

culating the financial assistance to be provided by the Scheme is the extent 

to which a country may be able to use its own reserves to meet a part of 

1/ 
unexpected shortfalls. Where a country and the Agency- agree that the 

country's reserves position is such that a part of it can be used for this 

purpose, an item indicating the extent of such use would be shown in the 

initial understanding. In reaching such an understanding, it must be noted 

that a country would have to use its own reserves to meet unforeseen events 

other than unexpected export shortfalls, and the usual leads and lags in 

foreign exchange payments and receipts; further, a part of its reserves may 

have already been committed for development expenditures. To the extent 

that it is possible to agree on a certain amount that a country would use 

out of its reserves to meet unexpected shortfalls, the eventual demand for 

funds fl-om the Scheme will be correspondingly diminished. On the other hand, 

1/ This memorandum does not attempt to describe the Agency, or the extent 
to which it will be guided by the advice of other international financial 
agencies in reaching understandings with its members. 
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the level of reserves for a number of developing countries is such that 

this item of the understanding may, for practical purposes, be zero for 

many countries. 

7. Finally, under the Scheme, the availability of other sources of 

finance to meet export shortfalls has to be taken into account in calcu

lating the financial assistance to be provided by the Scheme. In the 

international financial machinery there exists one type of arrangement 

which is specifically designed to meet problems arising from export fluctu

ations, the Compensatory Financing Facility of the International Monetary 

FUnd. In addition, there are some other bilateral sources of assistance, 

for example, the emergency foreign trade loans of the U.s • .EXport-Import 

Bank, the program loans and the Food for Peace Program of the U.S. Agency 

for International Developnent, and the World Food Program. The extent to 

which these sources of finance could be utilized by a country would have 

to be made a part of the initial understanding between the country and the 

Agency. This would, of course, call for coordination with these other 

bilateral agencies, though these agencies would be guided by 

their own policies and procedures. In cases where these agencies cannot 

give the necessary assurance or fail to provide the agreed assistance, the 

Agency would be responsible for providing adequate financing in the event 

of an export shortfall. 

B. In the Scheme, the shortfalls and overages are considered in 

tenns of the gross value of exports. This raises the question of whether 

the exports should not be measured on a 'value added basis', especially 

to take account of the import-content of exports. From the point of view 

of operationality, however, it is considered that, as a general rule, the 
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magnitude of the problem is not important and that the adoption of the 

value added basis would introduce too many complications. It may perhaps 

be left to the Agency to use the value added basis for particular countries 

in which the problem might prove to be significant. 

Financial Relations between the Agency and the Country 

9. Based on the above considerations, the amount of credits which a 

country can expect in the event of a shortfall and the amount of repayments 

can be expressed by the formulae presented below. They indicate the out-

standing indebtedness which a country is entitled to have with the Agency 

at the end of any intermediate year and at the final year of a projection 

period. The credits which the country receives during the projection period 

are regarded as "contingent" credits being subject to repayment in case of 

subsequent overages during the ~arne period. The outstanding amount of credits 

received at the end of the projection period would then be converted into 

a final long-term credit. 

10. The maximum outstanding indebtedness which the country would be 

entitled to have with the Agency at the end of any intermediate year during 

the projection period (Lt) would be given by the result of the following 

calculation (when positive): 

where 

L • (S - a.S) - (0 - a.O) - R - F. 
t 

S • accumulated shortfalls during the projection period 

0 = accumulated overages during the projection period 

a • agreed coefficient of adjustment of consumption 

R • agreed use of reserves 

F • agreed amount of outstanding loans from bilateral sources of 
finance to meet export shortfalls (at the end of the year). 
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11. When the outstanding indebtedness increases from the end of one 

year to the next, the country would receive a contingent credit equal to the 

difference. On the other hand, if it decreases, the country would have to 

pay the difference to the Agency. This repayment would obviously have to 

be made only to the ax:tent that there still existed an outstanding amount 

of contingent credits. In terms of the above formula, the amount of credits 

received ( + ) by the country or repaid (- ) to the Agency is given by: 

X = Lt - ~-1 

where ~ and Lt-l ) 0. 

The method suggested above indicates the maximum extent to which countries 

can resort to the Agency. However, a country is expected to use the 

Compensatory Financing Facility of the International Monetary Fund to cover 

the shortfalls to the extent that the country is eligible to do so under 

that Facility. In such a case, any subsequent overage would first be available 

to effect repurchases under that Facility as they fall due. 

12. The amount of outstanding indebtedness at the end of the projection 

period (which would be equal to the total of the contingent credits received 

less the repayments, if any, made during the projection period) would then 

be transformed into a long-term credit. In addition, the Agency may also 

have to take over any short-term indebtedness that the country may have in

curred for this purpose. The use of other short or medium-term sources is 

justifiable only in cases where shortfalls prove, after the event, to have 

been temporary; if it proves to be persistent, the Scheme should, in effect, 

finance such a shortfall by repaying such short-term debt. An alternative 

would be for the repayment of short and medium-term debt to be taken into 

account in the discussions of overall financing of the next plan. 
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13. The transactions between the cmmtry and the Scheme ("contingent" 

credit or repayment of a "contingent" credit) would take place on a yearly 

basis. Given the usual delay in getting data on actual exports to be compared 

with the projection, there might be a lag of a few months for the calculations 

to be made and for the eventual loan from the Supplementary Scheme to be made 

available. It is to be hoped that the existence of the Scheme in operation 

might contribute to improve the speed with which these data would be prepared. 

Moreover, it would be possible to operate on the basis of preliminary data, if 

they could be considered reliable enough, subject to adjustment when the final 

data become available. 

14. The meaning of the suggested rule for calculating the indebtedness 

which the country is entitled to have with the Agency during a projection 

period can best be understood by referring to alternative situations. For 

example, if during the projection period, the country has only shortfalls, the 

loss of foreign exchange due to unexpected shortfalls in export proceeds would 

have been substituted by a long-term loan, and the Scheme would have allowed 

the country to continue its development program without disruption. At the 

same time, the country would have contributed ita share to meet the unexpected 

situation by reducing to some extent its foreign exchange expenditure for con

sumption purposes, and by using its reserves to some extent, where feasible. 

This would mean that for the next projection period - unless the country's 

reserves had been replenished by an inflow of capital - the country would not 

be able to use as much of its res&rves to meet future shortfalls. 

15. In an alternative situation, if during the projection period the 

amount of shortfalls had been equ~ to .the amount of ·~verages", the country 

would have been able not only to carry out its development efforts, but al~o 
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to maintain the expected level of consumption expenditures. Although it 

would have used the facilities of SUpplementary Finance on a contingent 

basis, it would end the projection period without making a net drain on 

the resources of the Scheme, because it would have repaid the loans which 

had been received during the projection period. 

16. It is worth noting that all calculations referred to above are 

related to a projection period. The value of accumulated shortfalls and 

overages at the beginning of the next projection period would be zero. This 

would mean that if the country had finished the previous projection period 

with net overages, they would not be transferred to the next proj ection 

period for purposes of the operation of the Scheme. Members who succeed in 

acquiring more foreign exchange than had been expected during the course of 

a projection period would be allowed to consolidate their advantage. How

ever, they would begin the next phase of their development with a stronger 

financial position. This would be taken into account in assessing the scale 

of their future development program and their need for long-term capital or 

the possible extent to which the country would be expected to use its own 

reserves, in the next proj ection period. ~ not carrying the 11excess of net 

overages 11 from one period to the next, the Scheme would provide a measure of 

incentive for developing countries to try harder to surpass their export 

targets. 

17. According to the Scheme, a country has to use any excess export 

earnings to meet future shortfalls within the same pro j ection period. It 

has been suggested by some that the country may as well use its overages to 

step up the pace of its development program, in the sense of initiating new 

development projects, over and above those which were initially contemplated. 

In other words, the stepping up of the pace of the development program would 
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involve an increase in the initially projected and already agreed expenditure 

of foreign exchange during the projection period. This argument should be 

considered in the context in which Supplementary Finance Scheme is supposed 

to work. The Scheme assumes that there is a reasonable development program 

for which the needed foreign financing is expected to be forthcoming, as a 

result of the understanding with the capital exporting countries and inter

national financial agencies. This development program may not be as big as 

the country could implement, given its absorptive capacity, defined in terms 

of the country's ability to carry out development projects. But this i ~ a 

realistic program for which it was found possible to obtain the necessary 

external resources for carrying it out and for which the Agency has under

taken the responsibility of providing the needed foreign exchange in case of 

export shortfall, so that the projected development would not be disturbed. 

In order words, this is a development program for which there is certainty 

that it will not be impaired because of lack of export proceeds. 

18. It is argued that a country should not use the unexpected foreign 

exchange available because of the "overages" in its export proceeds to 

accelerate the pace of its development (assuming it had the absorptive 

capacity to do so); to do so would be contrary to the logic and purpose 

of the Scheme. 

19. There is, however, the practical problem of how the authorities 

can resist pressures to spend the accumulating foreign exchange reserves 

of the country, when the advocates of a larger program point to the 

innumerable problems which remain to be solved in the country. The logical 

argument of insuring an orderly development tends to weaken as the reserves 
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pile up. However, there are many ways by which a country can use such 

foreign exchange accumulations to improve its international financial 

position, without holding such accumulations in forms defined as reserves 

in the country. Another possibility is to utilize ~he excess earnings from 

exports in part to bring forward certain development projects and corres-

ponding imports from later years of the plan period. Further, countries 

which do not use up the foreign exchange corresponding to excess export 

earnings but hold it to meet possible future shortfalls, may have to take 

fiscal and other measures to counter any possible inflationary impact on 

the domestic monetary situation. 

20. There may, however, be cases of an accumulation of unexpected 

earnings above cer~ain limits, (say, 'net overages' being equal to one or 

two average years' export proceeds), as, for example, when a country finds 

a new resource leading to larger exports. In such cases, the country 

could initiate measures to revise its development program, taking the 

appropriate initiative with the Agency as well as other external financing 

agencies. 

I.B.R.D. Staff 
December 14, 1966 
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1. At the Economic Committee ~eeting on April 26, 1966,1/the Chair-
man reported on the UNCTAD meetin~which discussed the Bank staff study 
on Supplementary Financial Heasures. 

2. There was considerable support at the UNCTAD meeting for the 
Scheme advanced in the Bank's stuqy, and agreement that it dealt with a 
major problem. The reactions of the less developed countries were favor
able, wb~ch seemed to have come as a surprise to the representatives of 
the developed countries. There was widespread agreement about the de
sirability of the Scheme, and most questions related to clarification of 
technical points and hmv the Scheme ~rould work in practice. The Bank 
representatives, reflecting the tenor of the Study, took a neutral posi
tion on the possible administering agency, but there was a general ex- 31 pectation at the meeting that the Bank Group would administer the Scheme.-

*NOTE: In order to facilitate presentation, the Chairman's initial state
ment, and subsequent responses to questions from the Committee 
members, are integrated according to subject matter. A formal 
report on the UNCTAD meeting is being prepared for distribution 
to the Board and the Staff. 

y' Members of the Committee present: Messrs. Friedman (Chairman), Kamarck, 
Adler, Edelman, Gilmartin, larsen, Lipkowitz, McDiannid, Weiner. 
Also present: Messrs. Orvis Schmidt, Hoffman, Wouters. 
A number of staff members from the Area, EConomics and Projects Depart
ments audited the meeting. 

g/ Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade (Trade and Develop
ment Board, UNCTAD) Geneva, April 13-20. 

1( Mr. Orvis Schmidt reported that delegates to the recent meeting of the 
Inter-American Economic and Social Council ( CIES) in Buenos Aires all 
spoke approvingly of the Scheme and also of the IMF compensatory finan
cing scheme. 
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Director, Special Economic Studies 
Director, EDI 
Special Adviser to the President (Mr. Rist) 
Senior Adviser, Economics Department 
Economic Advisers, Area and 

Projects Departments 

President 
President's Counci 1 
Directors, Area Departments 
Special Adviser to the President(Mr. Schmidt) 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Director, Office of Information 
Director, European Office 
Secretary, Loan Committee 
Executive Vice President (I FC) 
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3. A resolution which was adopted at the meeting!1established, 
subject to the approval of the UNCTAD Board, an intergovernmental group 
to study the Scheme further and to submit a report, possibly in Septem
ber- October, for considerition by the UNCTAD Committee at its second 
session in November 1966.~ This meeting wight take place in Geneva or 
New York, but vJashington was also being considered because the technical 
knowledge of specialists a~ the Bank and the Fund could then be utilized. 
The Bank and the Fund Staff have been asked to assist in the work of the 
intergovernmental group. Some assignments for staff members should be 
completed by June 1 to be ready for the group's first meeting in early 
July. Dr. Raul Prebisch, Secretary General of UNCTAD, hoped that an in
ternational agreement for implem~ting the Scheme would be ready in time 
for the 1967 UNCTAD Conference.1! 

4. A New Relationship in Develo~ent: The UNCTAD Committee meeting 
gave the participants the feeling that a new relationship could be estab
lished between developed and less developed countries. The O.E.C.D. 
countries had indicated their desire to do more to help the less developed 
countries, which welcomed the expression of mutual responsibility for deve
lopment. The less developed countries particularly welcomed the prospect 
of additional aid through an international agency which would be multi
lateral and non-political. As a result, they were prepared to accept the 
requirements of the economic performance criteria on which the Scheme 
was based. 

5. IDA Resources and Total Aid: Representatives of the less deve
loped countries were in favor of the Scheme, so long as it would provide 
truly supplementary assistance. They did not want funds, which would 
otherwise go to IDA, to be diverted to the Scheme. The developed coun
tries also agreed with this basic notion. No one challenged the figure 
of $300-$400 million per year (on average) as being too high, (although 
representatives of certain developed and less developed countries were 
more worried whether this amount t-1ould be adequate ),or the general need 
for more money for development finance. 

6. Relationship to IMF Operations: The Bank representatives, in 
response to questions from different country representatives, had confirmed 

1/ Copies of this resolution of the Committee on Invisibles and Financing 
- related to Trade, together with the statement by Dr. Raul Prebisch at 

the plenary meeting, were distributed on April 28, 1966 (EC/M/66-18). 
5/ The group consists of r epresent atives of the following countries: 

a) Developed countries: (6) -- France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, 
United Kingdom, United States. 

b) Less developed countries: (7) --Argentina, Brazil, Ceylon, 
Ghana, India, U.A.R., Yugoslavia. 

There was provision for 2 more members, in case the Eastern Bloc 
countries wish to join the group. 

3/ The Conference is expected to take place in Geneva in May, 1967. 
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that the Scheme was based on the assumption of an active IMF compen
satory financing scheme. 

7. EConomic Performance: More experience would be required in 
order to achieve improved performance evaluation; the criteria would have 
to be general enough to be acceptable to the less developed countries, 
yet, specific enough to be meaningful. There were a number of major 
problems in clearly establishing the concepts and criteria for economic 
performance, which t..rere essential for effective policy formulation. A 
number of Economic Committee meetings, or meetings of several sub-groups, 
would be held to discuss these problems, and Fund staff invited to attend. 

B. At the UNCTAD meeting the Bank representatives, in response to 
questions, had emphasized the identity of the economic performance crite
ria that would be used in the Scheme with those used in basic development 
finance. Representatives of the less developed countries seemed to accept 
the view that, what was already being done in practice in several instances, 
could become a practice of general application. They were considerably 
interested in the arrangements for consultative groups. 

9. The representatives of the developed and the less developed 
countries expected the cooperation of the Fund with the administering 
agency. Hr. Friedman indicated that discussions with the Fund on eco
nomic performanc e would probably take place; joint Bank/Fund work in 
this field, he felt, was desirable and feasible. 

10. Gommod1_ty Agreements: Some representatives of both developed 
and less developed countries (France, Belgium, Nigeria, Ghana) emphasized 
that implementation of the Scheme should not endanger the arranging of 
new commodity agreements, or the operation of established ones. The Bank 
representat ives had emphasized that the Scheme and commodity agreements 
were not mutually excl11sive, and that work on commodity agreements should 
continue. Indeed, the estimated financing of the Scheme assumed the ef
fect ive operation of existing commodity agreements. 

11. Division of Ideas: Certain differences of op1n1on persisted 
after the end of the UNCTAD meeting, the main ones relating to the size 
of the Scheme. Some country representatives were still concerned that 
the $300-$400 million per year envisaged would not prove adequate. The 
Bank representatives had emphasized that the Scheme assumed the possibi
lity of assistance through bi-lateral aid and IMF operations. The pos
sible adequacy of the financing envisaged for the Scheme depended, among 
other things, on further discussions with international aid agencies. 
Other differences of opinion, related to the relationships between the 
Scheme and commodity agreements, and to the making of the export pro
jections. It was interesting that these differences of opinions did not 
exist between developed and less developed countries, but rather that--
developed and less developed countries were represented in the different 
groups of thought. 
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12. staff Requirements: The question was raised as to the adequacy 
of the Bank staff to undertru{e the work involved in judging performance 
e.g. the role played in consultative groups. Mr. Friedman felt that an 
increase in staff (of loan and project officers, as well as economists) 
would probably be necessary, although there was the question of how 
rapidly new staff could be assimilated. However, if additional staff 
were not recruited now, the Bank would not be equipped to take on more 
of such work, even in four to five years time. 

c. F. Owen 
Secretary 
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1. The Committee on Invisibles and Financing related 
to Trade (Trade and Development Board, U.N.C.T.A.D.) met in 
Geneva during April 13-20, 1966, to discuss the Bank 1 s study 
on Supplementary Financial Measures. 
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draft resolution 

'J'he Cmmnittee on Invisibles and Financing Related to Trade: 

TiJ(IlJG NOTE of Reco!,' .e.1dation A. IV .18 of the first Ul:CTAD and having regard 

to t;1e C:.iscussions of t !1e C:: mruni ttee durin., its resurted. first session, 

:;::.;2JJm;;_9siN~ its considerable apprecL::.tion for the stuc.;:r prepared by the staff 

of the IDRD, in response to t :lc invitation of the first illJCTAD under Part A of 

that P.e co:JT1lendation, 

~OTING th.:-.t the existin ~·; international financial IJachinery does not include 

a 1 1echanism designed tn deal uith prniJl ems aristn~ froH adverse moveittents in export 

prnceeds which prove to he nf such a nature or durat:i.on that they cannot adequately 

be c.lcc.lt r.ritl1 by short-term balance of payments sup~rt, and to provide longer term 

as si::;tance to developing countries l'thich would help them to avoiG. c:isruption of 

their developr.~nt programmes and that, accordingly, appropriate measures should be . 
introduced, 

·~:ithout prejudice to current end future \'Wrk towards agreement on individual 

C0Lmtnc'i·i:.ies in international trade and other practical ueasures to achieve a 

:.;ta;Jilization of commodity markets, inclucling the process n: nr:;anization of 

i · W.rl~ets, expresses the hope that the rel.:J.tionship of any J,leasures taken under the 

recnir ce::1cation in qucstilii"l v.rith this other work uill be studied in the Canmittee on 

Cnd~.lm:ities and in other competent organs of the Ui.~CTAD; 

'.C D. 66-923 
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Hu'l':C:C':- the considerable lileasure nf support in the Co:·u:tittee for the concept 

of sup.)lernentary financial measures elaborated in the IDRD staff study; 

AGIL::SS that the scheme nf supplement ary financial measures set out in the 

stuc~j" prepared by the sta~f of the International Dank for Recnnstruction and 

Develo!JIUent in accordance vTi th that Reconunendation shoulc~ be further studied and 

elaborated in the li:-:;ht of the discussions of this ColTliirl.ttee, as a means of 

de aline; '.-Ji th this question, and therefore 

DEC IDBS for this purpose, subject to the approval of the Board, to establish 

under Rule 63 of t he Rules of Procedure of the Com;·,uttee a s:.!.J.ll srnup of 
I~ t.o I ~ representatives of governments, \·lith the requisite expertise, consi stin;_:; of 

members, to study and report on this Llatter to the seconc1_ session of the Committee, 

wi tit the terals of reference set out in the annex to this resolution; 

_IIlVIT:CS representatives of the staff of the IERD and t;1e Dl" as well as 

re pr esentatives of such other bodes as the Group may consic:er appropriate to assist 

in t;l e vmrk of t he intergovera,,lental group an c~ in particular to prepare su.c:1 f.:.J.ctual 

Lli'.terial as may be req11ired t,l') enable the Group to accomplish its task. 
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TERMS OF REFER.El'l'CE FOrt INTERGOVERNMENTnL Gii.OUP · 

1. The Group shoul1 exa@ine the st~dy presented to the Secretary-General by ~he 

staff of the IBRD, in the light of the discussion of it in the Committee. The 

Group should subrrit a report on the-study (with such modifications to the Scheme 

as it 2ay consider appropriate) as a neans of achieving the objective set out in 

Fart A of Recomnendation A.IV.l8 of the First Conference. Having regard to the 

· tiwetablo for the next Conference, the Group should endeavour to sub:nit the report 

in good time for consideration by the Corrnittee at its second session, in November· 

1966. 

2. The Group should pay special attention to the follmling points: 

(i) Questions affecting the scope of the Scheme, including the treatment of 

overages and the regard to be paid to import prices. 

(ii) The fon 1, terns and conditions f or the provision of financial assistance 

to countries participating in the Schene . 

( Li.i) Heasures for establis~1ing a relationship between the resources available 

and the resources required; in this connexion the Group should e~~ne 

the implications for the Scheme of the hypothesis that resources on the 

scale suggested in the IBHD staff st11dy (taking account of any modifications 

which the Group may suggest) Hould be available. 

(iv) The need t o establish a boundary between problems of an economic nature 

and those which fall within the political sphere in the administration 

of any Schei!le. 

(v) Questions relating to the aethodolog-.r to be applied i n the formulation 

of the projections and the technical assesr.ment nf the policies on which 

the development plans of individual countries are based, the circumstances 

which may give ri se to a claim on the Scheme, and the considerations which 

tha Agency should take into account in dealing with such a clain. 
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(vi) The appropriate period ~f time for which the relevant projections of 

exports should be established and the concomitant obligations of the ~gency 

and the developing country concerned r8spectively should be assumed. 

(vi!) The relationship betwe~n supplementary financial measures and other types 

of economic assistance, both multilateral and bilateral, with particular 

regard to the need to ensure compatibility between them as regards the terms, 

conditions and criteria on which they are to be provided. 

(viii) The comparative effects on economic d6velop~ent of the scheme proposed and 

of other possible methods which might be employed for the same purpose but 

with due regard to the primary task laid down in the fifth and sixth 

paragraphs of the resolution to which these terms of reference are annexed. 

(ix) The status, membership and functions ·of the Agency ru1d its relations with 

other international bodies, having regard to paragraphs 7 and 8 of Part A 

of Recommendation A.IV.l8. 

). The Group may also put f orward suggestions, for further consideration Qy 

governments, of ways in which the Scheme might be financed . 
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1 ,.i' . Chair1:1an, 

I tha..i"1k you for gi v1ng He t l1e floor to speak on the Study by the International 

Bank for 1leconstruction and Deve l o:;r1ent on Su:_:>:'1lenentary Financial Leasures, the 

il.:porta:1ce of vlhich you have ri ghtly ::>tr e sscQ , T[Li.s report, vihich the Cm:rri.t tee 

is going t o consider a t its pr e sent l.:eeting , lS of great signif1cance, not only 

because cf the subject r:atte:c it self~ but also because this is the first opp01·tuni ty 

fTTCT.hD has hacl s i!lce t ne 1<:'64 Confe r ence of engaging in a di scussion vihicl1 llill no 

· oubt be very fruitful. 

It ' . .Jill be rece.lled that~ at the Geneva Conference the developing countries 

stressed. the neecl i.'or ~ ~ee.surcs a r-a1nst the continual fluctuations in the external 

sector of their econ~Jy , I t was in response to t hE.t concern that t :1e United. 

~\ingdo:. a11c1 Suedis b c~elr_)gations sub l.l tted a drc.f t resolution 'vihich led to the 

report 'v!e ere now e.bout to exa:.-:ine . 

proposal as its sterting point. 
Tbe discussion therefore has a concrete 

It is a i::c:tter for satisfaction that U~·1CT1ill is thus entering a neu f1eld of 
dctivJ.ty , It h&s ceen repeatedl y stressed that U~JCT.till shoulC. not be ,-,erely a 

fonu:, for the c~iscussion of proble:,ls, out also CJ1 aG.equcte instrw ent for solving 
the_; .Ln practJ.ce. IIence tho gree.t signi:icru1ce of this 1 'eet ing of the Coru:a ttee, 

wlL~ch :J.s called. upon to study a pro6l'El.!"·:".e and a practical solution pl~esentecl to 

us with all the aut i1orl ty of the International Ban!c. 

TC . 66-:..,/ .. ~ 
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c c:\.: :lnct l o:: of :1c ;:>r ovoscl i tsclf . .;cconC:, i i..s 'l . ci .. t~r o a~·.d ch o.r act8:cistics . 

0!". t he flr s t "Jc il .t , 1-!C si oulG. cons i der vJl' ethcr tl 1e i rlc a of cu~Jpler:c"lt o.ry 

f i '1<::..:: c i ng \Jhj_ch c : :e r e;:cll fr on t ::c l S6/,. Co ~1fcrcnce p r ovide s the be s t ne ar. s of 

co>..a .+'? r e.ct i>:g t l.e eff ect s of fluc tm:.tion s L : t :1c ezte r ncl soctc1· of t he 

I have 1.0 l1e s i t c:.t:-..on ln s c...y .l ilC thee i t l s &. &dc 'luate 

s0l utior2 and ;Je r fect l y c o:.~p at J.ble \Ji t h ot her : .e i.hod s or r oclucinp t he e ::tent of 

these f2.uctuatlons . I r e f e r, i r. :particuJ. .:-";.: , to t h] .:u-ro.r.ee : •.ents or ~gr" e· ·e nts 

r e l c.tj :1; t o p l' i J' E'.l7 con .oditl es , i n ot l1cr He r ds t o thP O::L[SfJ"l.ization of r~ ru-:-:ets . 

I ..:: 'I 110"L l..eli e .,f f'. t hnt t hose aer ee!.:e n t s offer ,"Jl rll tcrn o.t i Je to SU::' '• )len~r.t o.ry 

f iJ13.11C lng , but : ·.0r cly &r.ot!-lc r conve r cent ; .c an s of solving the "'J ro'n le ~.< oi' 

I -:.~ ~:r thi s fer t\!(· ro ~~sons . f i rst, t)ecause no t ~l 

..., .J.. & v cor".l .oLhtlC:s c.:c;, be tho sub,ioct <') .J..., stE: 1J ill z~ tlOil U[r eer"lcn ts nn~. scconJl.:.; , 

bo ce.use t~12 se c-:.grecrc·:ts r.rc not rene r cli 2.~r in tcnc~e(: t e- e c Larl:. sh a fix~d u r i co 5 

f::_lJCt _- e_t.o . 

1.-d th , I ar , sur e , ve r y good pr ospec t s of over con i i1 p.; t ho diffe ren ce s which s t i ll 

cJ.i 'l id::; t he coun t r ie s i ntcr e ste d in t hat coru .. ocli ty . 

;~c c ordin r ly , e'.-8n whe r e sc..tisfacto.cy CCj ;·.0d.;.ty a p.-r ee!:-: 01"ts e.r e arri.ve~ c:t , 

r.l-c r r; ·,.Ji ll s ti ll be z. ;..:,r :u of i'luctuo.tion uLich uill rc ,-~uire ~upplc r· e 'lt sry 

.f i ; ·i <w.'1C J.. ~-:f t o obvi &te t he effects of such !'luctnc, t :i_on Oi : t"'-·io e conony of 

Cev · lopine; countrie s . 
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·rhc Study sub.ui tte::l ·. :/ tha bank ha3 the unquest.wnable mer1 t. of frankl;-r 

r :::cv,J;LllZlil.s that lt is ve~y c.ifficttl~. , if not l.J.1;J O S~ll;le, to for'luulate a sy ste.11at1c 

;:ecr,.-, tic Clevelc_::;,nGnt .~c. ~c_v anu aJJly 1 t in a a evalo:J!·l3nt lJlan, 1f all the fundEU;wntal 

ca lct;.lutlons for the Jl..1n art. uj;set by ext er nal fluctuations. This constitutes CJ. 

'n:.':J iJo sitlve contr2 0,ut1on l.:J the solut1on of one of the most serious proble1as facl'.·!c::; 

th,) uevelo~Jing countries. 

1 sr.ould nov like to examine briefly SOl·le of the ~.iain characteristics or 

10l;.ul1.tJ.C s; of the Bnnk 1s stud.f. It is esscntia~ly based on g lJrojection of H 

count.cy 1 s expo::-ts. £he 1dP-a that the proj ectwn of exports constJ.tutss an esea<1t1a.l 

ele1.1ent of any econo;!llc development pla!1 is fully accepted, so that the:ce is no need 

to d1scuss 1t] although} froia the technical point of view, there ~ay be differenc es of 

opin1on regarding the ~ethods used (or which should be used) in making the projections 

or the criterion on \.Jhich this work should be based. 

The Bank has used th~ proj ectJ.on ;!lethod to deterrnine the magnitude of the sup;::>le ·-

litenr...:tr:; fi nancing . At the saJ.le t.L1c J it has useti it to 1ntroduce the closely r c:::: lu ucG. 

conc ~pt of exports wh1ch at a t;;iven "uoment ara larger than those forecast in the 

~rojcct1on . The Bank uses the ten, ·'overages •· - 1.e. excesses- to describd th1s 

a nd considers that th e exc8ss c,f exports over the projected figures oust subst:que: tly 

b<.: t aken into account in d8ter.,linlng the ai!lount of sup~Jlementary financing \Jhlch a 

country should receiv a \-Then Juhere is a shortfall. This i:leans that there woulci be so .. w 

of:- 3ctting between a ~r~sent defic1t and a past surplus w1th respect to the projected 

.:1.gur e s. . Th1s ;JOlnt s hould e eXD.i11ined in detail. \.Jhat Hill a country do when its 

l,jX})O.i"t s exce.:. the p :ru jecteo i'15Ures? vhll it accuraulate allditional monetary 

r~se~ves if its reserves are already at a satisfactory level? will it increase its 

rcscr.res and await a fall in exports to bring theo into play? will it invest the 

rese~ves if they ap?ear excessive in the light of the country's experience, or will it 

usc thei.l to irJport capital goods? 

In the thirt:u:ls, when I had ~layeci. so1:1e ~Jart in 1.1y country 1 s Central Bank, I bac.i 

occa3 lon to recoo~end an anti-cycl1.cal policy bas ed on the fonaation of additional 

uu.h.:tary raserves during the U!Jward phase of th~:;; cycle, when exports are increa::nng, 

~~ ~ s to have resources available to face the downward phase. To this end, the 

C ·11tral Bank put notes or bonds on the D1arket so as to withdraw the excess ;·uoney cr0.1t.l3u 

D? ~,·~Jund2.nt exports and at the sa.w ti.He ~ccllinulat;:;d reserv~::s. Thus the ant1.-cycli C<!l 

)Ollc~r \ra s coub1.n.::d Wl th an anti- inflationary ,;:>olicJ, by w1 thdraw 1ng cxc0ss purchcl:allg 

pc:v1 .:. r fro;:J. the uar ket . 
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1.ho a i : · bc:;.~1 ~ t o .:-.· r :1:,· ~~'lY .Lurthel s ci'.l C'1 13 cor_ tract~ O!! of t..h·3 econc: .y . .i-lnot:•e r 

l:a.sic consl(e:catir·r Has ths.t tl:e vrorld t:1cn haC:, no interne.tlonal crec.i t 

:_c_ ,i:-:.e r y t r· c"Jvr;-:-· ;_ Jofici t u: tho bc~lE:.J.1CC of j1&yrents, \!hot her i L 1.W.s cyclical 

or ;1ot . ToJay, · ·:.:· . r_;}w.ir :.!£21 ~ I Houl . ot a.c~vc c ~· te <. nolicy of t~12.t n<.:ture . 

I 'clelleve t hat 'cO'·i , ;r:1en considcr£..tions of GCOCl.Oi.iC uevelop:.,e ;1 t prevail, 

... ·eser·res i:1 e:cccs;. o Hh2t ::::r c1ence require s a centra::. l-1 an~-: to .,C'.lnt&in shoul,1 

'10 used to acc,ui1·e ca~i tal ~ooL'ts . , 'e should consitler this poi!'It and e ):p l0I·e 

t'1o po ssiol l _, t :r that, i:, the e ver:t of f. cyclict::.l recession, the extcr:1al 

r esources t hus u~ect ln boo: 9e riods c nn l:e recoveree~ through the c.gency of 

I , roulrl ll~.;-e to subr -~t t this icier. fo r 

-,Iill"e set ·J.p t~ ,.,-,'1sLor· Lhi:-· p r oi·ce: .. .!. f t. :\e sur:c;e;.tion i:• adc c.;··c!.ent c.go L)r 

tho Cllr·d r Lr.n ;_s nrlonto(' l•y Ll'1is Co,,r.,ittec e.nd by the Tre.de anc'. DcvelopLent 

i '. noint of COJ1SldC r c,blc intsrcst ··i t~l re gard to supnlc;··e"t1t&ry finc,ncing 

tit:lt it '.'0 ulC·. be rrunte~ 0:1 ter J s si _._l r.r to those of b&sic finc.ncing. 

0'1 ttis 'Joint I shr.u] r< , i Y.:c· t.-, .<tsk the cli::tinrui s hcr'l r epr esentc.tive of the 

I i. ~ .. ,-! bC'.SiC flnE..1C:'.!1r Of & :plan has be en [ ranted On 

ccrta.i :-1 specific t orr;, r:s t o inter c; st r c.tes and dur 2.tion , illl 'l a c or.traction 

o~· exter nal 01 i ' •i.l then recurs '.Jh5. ch reduces 2 country 1 s ce.paci ty for saving , 

Or , will 

~kc ~ccow1t of t he Horse ned conciitions 

, ill it 1•ot be 

tGC·~ ss:::.ry in sonc ells') ;. t o C"lnsidc r l.oans fn1· lon ce r pcrioLls or at l m-1e r r (~tcs 

"f' ~ntcrest , ~c £.., nr;t tu pl&co the country i n ,1) ~f'icultie s with re gard t c the 

fnl.:"l.L·ent of lL;, "ll:'!..l '.J.tJ. ons? 
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This whole conce~t is baseJ on tho need to fac0 the conseque~ccs of an 

unex,Ject,ecl fal l ir. exports. Proj E:Ctioos nr c !:lad.,:; on tho;;; basis of certain 

condl tlons, aua 'v!hen thL;S8 concii tlons change SUlJ'Jleme;.:tary fiaanclng cmaes lnto 

~lay . It i s conceivnbl~ that, in c ertain s~eciflc cases, projectlons should be 

i:l&d<::J bear1.ng ln "nnc.l a tE:ndt:mc.r for th8 tenns of trade to dete.riorate. It is 

not ulY intclntl.oa to give , at this stage, any l.nterpretatlon of the Bank 1 s report 

or of the interesting 1Japer l'ecE::ntly r 8ad at Chatharn House by hr . Fried..aan; but 

I woulG. like to ask this question: what would ha.L)pen if a tendency for tho ten,is 

of trad<::J to deterloratc, uhlch had i1ot b.::un observed at the tLae whetl c1 develo~

JOE:nt iJl.:m was forrrmlnted 1 w<:::re to appu<E Juring its i.u:J lCJ:iontation? Tho Bank's 

stwl.r only mentl.Oi.1S tl <.: cas~:; of a fall ln c:Jq_Jorts, which :rJay be due to c:. 

d2crGusc l.n th.:olT ,Jhysical volu..:1o or to a fall in prlc .::s and rightly off 0rs 

SU;J,Jle.nentary fi mmcing as a 1:18ans of cl(;clling with the coasequc:nces . But I 

womier what would ha~pen lf tho fall in ex-1)Qrt ;_Jrices wero to coincide with a 

su bstantial incroase in the )rict of i..;.~ orts, rosul ting in c.~ c.l8cr..,ns0 in the 

external pu1·chasing ,JOW<;l' of a countr.r. Could a country obtc.'.in supph:,a8ntary 

financing in thosG Cll'Clliastanc"'s? I tak ~ the liberty of putting th~s~ qu <.:S tlons 

t o n r . Friec.:.:Jlan, bc:cnus c; I b l..;lievG they \Jill make it eo.sier to under stunG. th.:; 

probl G:a . 

Lastly, without 111aking an exhaustive analysis of the modalities of the schei:1e, 

I thlnk it is il:1 )Ortant to exc.i.1ine th8 magni tuc.le of the rdsourcE:s which th8 Bank 

re::c u..~: . Gi1Q S shoulu b·-· ,, obill n0d for su:Jl)lGI!lcl1tar.r financing. The study 1dGl1tio,1S 

:m u, 10 nt of ~:,JUO ~o .::.400 1U..tlllon a Jear, on the basls of _t)r~::vlous L;xpurl once 

anG. of a. Cl0tal l eC:. analysis of ex~Jort trends for a large grou.J of countries. It 

als ,J J.rrives at the concluslon th:.:t t tht-, ;,vorage sizl:: of p1.st fluctuations is 

about ,;~1,600 J.ull~on, anu l'lghtly dalnt.:nns that )O.rt of this a .. aount coulu bt.J 

pr ovld,::c. frorJ i~·Jn~ta i'y r est::rVCS 1 TI·'iF dra1il.ngs, otht.l' ty_tJ-.;S of cr..::dit t.nd, l::J.st::.y, 

bJ r ..... strlctlng so . .1<... Ll~-'')I'ts . It L3 :10 doubt of the; grtiat0s t i..,lportnncC:: to stuJy 

thl - ... s_)cct of th0 qut..st:J.. ,Ji1 , lu.t I b"'ll0ve that only 1-1h~.-11 thu echcir.•- 1.s 1Jut L1to 

O)er 3tlon will lt b~ .JOSslble accuratuly to d~fl.n~ thu n~turc and ~agnitud 6 of 

the r~.-sources that \-!ill hc..v-:- to be brought into ;,Jl::.y. I have the fullest 
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conf1de:nca that thL: schc;uc 1s fco.s1 'cl'"' .nC:., what 1s .. >o re..: , th:1t it ca.1 b.,; 

cff"'ct.Lvel.f ira~; le, n.E::nt <:d. . In this connax1on, I shoulll l1kc. !J.;;;rely to refer 

to L lport restr1ctions. I n his rt::c.::;;.1t work; :.. hr. Fr1t::cL.:c.n spt-aks of the 

_,?osslblli ty of ~; lac 1ng r ostr 1ct1ons on certain su.J erfluous o.: luxu:..'J i. l)Orts . 

rhis is a point of g:..-·cc:-. t lilt wrest . 

a ccon;Janie<i by .J :rc. t1onal allti-cJcllc~l _i)OlJ.cy to bo ~ursuod b:l the clev~lop1ng 

cou11t:ci e s j ·which ' .J" L' u.: 2 eve:..7 ne2.~; i n their po·.1c c tc !·J. ti 5 ute the co:1se;uen:!es 

of oxternal fluctuation s o.n~ to av oicl oxc;;;:ssiv& i:1debtc..U.n~ss . 

.r.'verything ~oss1bl l,; :~ust be cio.1t:J t o ..::nsure th:?.t i nt a:rno.tionnl fino.ncH1: 

r c' sourc <::s are used to c::>vcr the s n.v1ngs C:.clflci t or th.;;: cliffcr •. mce bet\.J~ t;n 

tht: :mvest~wnts a COlli1 t:.."} ',nshes to , t~k <:. u1:.d <;.; r 1 ts ,1lan anc;. the n.'Tlount of 

internc.l resourc es it .. 10b1lizcs . I n c ... 1y cc.s...:, exC<c:)t in exca;Jtlonal c1rc1L1-

sta.1ces, the s e axt<:.::cno. l r .... sour·c-.s .• .us t not ba us .:;c~ to ,.,c: L..t co.1slli,.er neoci s 7 

for sooner or lat8r tht.J \Hll ho.v.J t o be r 0po.1d t o the lending 2g.3nCli;)S; i L 

1s of the ~reatest i::._::Jort:c:1cL. th:1t the;:r shoulc: b.:: used for uwcst"iOnt, not 

f or f1nanci ng tJXt0r:nl _)::.y: :c.J.1ts ti ..... f lCl t s , o.l thoue;h c crtair. circlli tskmces 1:1a.>r 

:..:o.ke this inev1 k .. bl E:: . It is tru8 th.st so.,lc countrl.JS hnva c<:ll':..'lCcl the) 

:,JOllcj" of ili.rJOr t suLsti tutes to a po1n t uher ..: flO •. t:J.rgln is l eft for 

r 8str1ct1ng .:.IIlports wh~::f1 :,n aavel'S G ;;t :Jv c.~,~;.nt of the Cj'clc oc curs. Other 

countriE::S, howev er 7 still haVC) C. ;Uargin of i.ru~orts Whlch 1 although not 

noc E:: ssarily luxury gooJs, could be reduc~d or def Grr2u 7 because they ar~ 

no·t indisper;.sabl t:: f 0 1 ..:conu, .ic cicvt:lo~ .. le.nt . On the othar h~:ulct, 1 t 'viould 

be.: d1fficult tc curta.il, fo r axa. .l1;L-' 7 ll<ports of se"~i-fin1 sht:u. o.rt1clcs, 

es s enticl cons~1er gooas , or c~rt~in capital goo~s . ConsiciGretion shoulti 

be givo.n t o t ri.i.s asp8ct, ·,nth ~ vi u• to reducL1g th'-' need for su.Jpler,tento.r y 

f1nancing 35 ... uch C!S ) Ossibl G. Th-:. c r1 t or i .:m I X !i. ?Uttln~ f o::.-vnrd is not 

that of fin:J.L lCle.l l i1Stn,utions, but th.;; one wh1ch shoulcl gu1el~ the 

cl VI:O lOlJLlg C •>U~ltrll,S, b~..;'' '"'.US~ tl ~l:..' .L1V .... St!hmt i1Gi..!dS e.rG SO grtat that lt 

uoul cl b0 truly u to.) l -:> r<tb :~ 1f r ::sour c .... s of thi3 !cin(. wer;; not used f o r 

lnvcs t .c. lcnt . 
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The third aspect of the study to which I wish to refer is the 

connexion between supplementary financing and the basic or regular 

financing of a developiJent ~lan. AS I have said before, one of th~ 

.uain features of the Bank' s ~)roposals is the fact that the whole systct:l 

is based on the idea of planning. we are well aware that the technique 

of good planning includes the projection not 0nly of uxports, but also of 

the internal scvings which a country ,J.ust .tlobilize to demonstrate its own 

effort under the develo~~cnt policy and also a project1~u of the external 

resources available for executing the plan . All these ~roject1ons will, 

of course, be carefully scrutinized by the ngenc1es concerned with the 

financing of a ~rogrrurune. 

In addition to its technical character, this analysis has a very 

important implication. So far~ save in a few exceptional cases, the 

~olicy has been to finance isolated ~reject s without having any over~ll 

idea of the external contributions a country requires to carry out its 

plan. The fact tho t the :1roj t:ction of the external resources r equired 

for financing an 6cono. 1ic Jevelo):i1Emt plan is acce::_Jted, 1,1eans, if 1 a;:! 

not :ilistaken, accE:_r>tance 1n ~1rinci?l e of the idea that international 

lending agencies, when study1ng a plan as a whole, recognize the need to 

settle on a certaJ.n volurae of external resources baforehand; in other 

words, while the E.Jssential idea of financing specJ.fic projects has not been 

abandoned, the need to decide beforehand tha total auount of ext8rnal aid 

which a progrB.l~une or })lc:.n of five, six or seven years r.1ay require, now 

a_?;>ears to be recognized. This seems to r:1e to be of the greatest 

i.ru_;)ortance from the j_)OJ.nt of view not only of basic, but also of sup.CJlei.lentary 

financJ.ng. 

,Jhat uoes n suppleinEmtaryil ~ ,lean? It r.1eans that outside financial 

resourc es are i'.:iclad t o those previously provided for under a j)lan. ·rhe 

determination of these bnsJ.c resourc0s is of s1)ecial i..n11orte.nca, sinc.:J, 

if this funda.i',lental _t)rincJ.~Jle is not acce~Jtedy supt')lenentary financing ;nay 

well be iJr·ovicied at the expense of the basic financing when, o~ the contrary, 

what is d.,:sin ... >d is the aclc!J.tion of SU).i)lemeutary to basic financing, in orc';0r 
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to E::nable .:t country to carry on its de:vclop~nent .._.)l:m without a11y serious 

dl.Sru!Jtion. It l.S an eccepted princi;>l8, which see;Js to ;u0 to be self

evident, that if a group of i nternational ~nstitutions recogznzes, in sa.il8 

for1:.1, the n.:ed to provido r<::sources during the lifetblE:: of a ;>lan, it 

should iaake a thorough study of that p lan, of its soundness .:ts regards the 

objectives ~n view~ of the r8sourcos requir6d to car~J it out and of its 

other churacteristics. 

I have ~reviously referred to the n~ed for a projection of the 

internal savings required for .:t plan. How far can th~ internationa~ 

lending agencies go in analysing pur ely ciowestic ru.easurt:: s taken by n 

country? To what extent will countries submitting a plan be required to 

adopt a certaJ..D type of 1ueasure? 

unde1· discussion. 

These arc Matters which have long be.::n 

Let us take the case of thG illobilization of savings. It is obvious 

th.::~t in Ol'(~<::r t o Jatormine the nnount of external resources, lending 

.:1genc~.::s i:~ust know the aaount of interne.l resources, am:. the country in 

question .uust undartake t o ... ake its own offorts to obtain these resou:r-cas. 

This is a uJ.attcr entirely u.ist:1.nct fr01:1 consideration of the cionwstic policy 

1.1e.:tsures which a country -will a;>;>ly in ordt::r to fulfil .its un<lertaking to 

.:10bilize its own sav~ngs. 

Is a specific financinl, credit, luanetary Ol' flscol ,::>Olicy going to 

be de1Jltlm.ied? Is it going t o be decided how a countr;y- should r~anipulate 

its fiscal ami J.Uonete..ry .aachi:.1~.:r; in ord.;r to .~lt:::at the savings ;:>raj ection 1 

or is the country's unO.ertaking to rois<:: this ;>redete-rJ!l.ined a .,ount 

sufficient? This is a ,.w.ttGr of such h"l:Jortnnce th.c. t a dividing line ..1ust 

bt::: dratJn between the tE::chnical r cquirl:lL:.ants of a .LJ lan anci 'vJhat .. 1ay be called 

its political rE::quirt;:;.1CJ.1ts. Sine~ this is n "Joint of thE- greatt;st L.l.iJOrt.::~nce 

ana ~s .;: sst:ntial in an; d~.:v::::lopine:nt ~lan, I think that it will be discussed 

by th1s Co.tL:ll tt~:;e not only fro.ll the ;>o~nt of vie-w of supple.-uentary financing 

proper, but also ~n a genarc.l context, sinci:l it relc:.tes to tht::: \!hole conct:::pt 

of the financing of do=vt:lop~tlent .LJle.ns. 
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A country may have special views on combining 

economic and social investments. There are countries which prefer to settle a 

pressing problem of low-cost housing before investing in directly productive projects. 

When considering a plan, should international credit institutions pass judgment on 

these aspects of it which conce rn a country 's domestic policy? On the other hand, 

the difficulties encountered by a country in applying a particular policy within 

the framework of its conception of economic development can he assessed only in the 

light of the experience acquired by people of that country. All this suggests 

that a clear dividing line should be drawn between what should really ~a recognized 

as a fundamental req~rement for the soundness of a plan and for its application -

and no one could deny that the international credit institutions, must satisfy 

themselves that the plan is rational and feasible - and those other aspects which 

fall within a country 1 s exclusive sovereign right of determination. 

As I have said before, these matters have been widely discussed, and I might 

mention an experiment in that par t of the world which I have so far known best, 

namely Latin America. \.Jhen a few years ago , the Charter of Punta del Este was 

considered, from which the Alliance for Progress originated , u group of economists 

which had been consulted proposed that, ·.vi thout prejudice to the evaluation of 

economic developnent plans and their implementation by internati.onal credit 

institutions - which could not be deprived of the powers essential to them - plans 

should first be evaluated by a small group of impartial experts. The purpose was 

to ensure the greatest measure of objectivity in the analysis and at the same time 

to obtain impartial advice on certain fundamental aspects of economic development 

policy. 

The idea was approved by the governments represented at Punta del Este, but not 

in the form in which it had been submitted: on the one hand, the number of experts 

was increased, but, on the other hand, the group was decapitated, in that it was 

deprived of a chairman. All this contributed to the failure to carry out this 

excellent project in the fonn in which it had orig.inally been proposed by those who 

had conceived it. 
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A f ew days ago, at another inter-American neeting held at Buanos Aires, the 

idea was modifi~d. The experts were reduced in nunber, and instead of acting as 

an independent group, they are to advise the Chairman of the inter-American Committae 

of the Alliance for Progress, an officer whos8 important duties include making 

re comrr£ndations on the allocation of the financial resources which the United States 

Government places at the disposal of Latin American countrie s . It is to be hoped 

that after this change the experts will continue to have a large measure of 

independence in evaluating plans and advising governments and credit agencies; 

this will m~ it possible for the expa~~ent, which was begun a few years ago, 

to be refined, and for the group of exper ts to be very useful. ~ 

The initial proposal not only laid it down as an assential condition of 

external financing that a plan should exist, but also r equir ed that the plan should 

be submitted to the experts. These two conditions were abandoned at the time, 

possibly because the idea was very new, but perhaps experience shows that it would 

be advisable to r econsider them. I have ventured to recall this matte r, because 

certain apprehensions I have noticed among some delegations of developing countries 

in this matter might perhaps be dispelled if it were considered desirable to set 

up machinery of that kind. 

At any rate , the fact that a country raserves to itself certain domestic 

policy decisions which are its own inherent and inalienable prerogative, does not 

mean that it is not to that country's advantage, as experience shows, to receive 

technical assistance - which may be multilater al or bilateral according to choice -

for the purpose of determining what kind of measur es should be applied. 

It will also be remember ed that the regional economic commissions of the 

United Nations in the developing areas have established planning agencies capable 

of training staff and providing technical assistance to countries applying for it, 

wi th a view to advising them on programming. The International Bank, too, has 

an insti tute qualified to deal with thes~ matters. But let me stress that this 

is technical, and in no case political assistance. The former is what the 

developing count ries need; t he latter is something that concerns them alone. 
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This Co1nr.a ttee is meeting for uoly a var-J few d11ys, a.nd it cannot possibly 

COESl.dcr all the il.l;)ortant aspects of thE:: Bunk's ro;;.._)ort. You your;;~lf, 

Hr. Chair:.1an, 111 suggesting that an intar-govern::lental co>li.!i ttee should be set 

U;J, have recognizt:d the L",1lJ0 1~tance of the idea. I hope; that the Co;Jai ttee on 

Fina.nc1ng and, thereafter, t.ho Board, will a;>.._)rove the suggestion. However, 

it woulrl also be va.luable for this Coi;:UJi ttee to support, in a positive ltl~nner, 

the idea of suppl~~entary financing as such, because the task of the e~.._)erts 

would be considerably facilitated if the occe.._)tance of the id~a itself ware to 

be taken as a starting point, which would not nann acce~ting all the details of 

the }rcposal. Tha i:::lX'.._)erts would then not need to spend any tb:le discussing 

whether suppleillentary financing is desirable or not. We all know that discussions 

involving decisions of that kind are always diffioult. I think that this task 

would be r.1ode :much easier if it \;ere recognized that the Bank 1 s report solves, 

in ;rinciplc, the serious probla·:J. which the 1964 Conference laid before govern-

!'.lents anC! which the delegations of the United Kingdo;:a and Swedwn took up. I 

believe, !'Jrr. Choirdon, that this would be one of the most b.:_?ortant 

contributions the: Cor.nittee could nake, and it would define the scope of tha 

study to be undertaken by the group of govarTh~ent experts, if the idea of setting 

up such a grou.._) is acce_?ted. 
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Bank Study on Supplementary Financial Measures 

Mr. President and Members of the Board: 

I have been invited to come and present some thoughts on the Study prepared 

by the Bank staff on Supplementary Financial Measures. May I begin by expressing 

my appreciation for having been given this opportunity to explain further the 

Study and the proposed scheme to which a number of us have devoted considerable 

time and effort. My role in the World Bank is that of an economist and advisor 

on economic and financial policies. It is in that capacity that I would like to 

share some thoughts with you. 

The Bank Study was done in response to the request from the U.N. Conference 

on Trade and Development and we have looked to the resolution requesting the 

Study for our basic terms of reference. I shall not burden you now with a 

detailed exposition of the scheme or the Study, for they were submitted last 

December 6 to the Secretary-General of the United Nations by Mr. George D. Woods, 

President of the World Bank. Rather, I should like to direct my remarks to some 

of t he broader questions which in my judgment lend particular relevance to the 

Study in the context of the development task as a whole. From many points of 

--view our Study and its proposals are an outgrowth of the regular work and 

experience of the Bank which cover all aspects of the development process. We 

are dealing here with a major, but only one aspect of the overwhelmingly important 

problem of development. The fact that we are dealing with only one slice of the 

whole pie doesn't make it less important; great and complicated problems are often 

best solved piecemeal. Moreover, concentrating on a segment may throw new light 

on the whole and suggest new approaches and solutions to the over-all problems 

especially when this particular slice of the pie performs a unique function in 

relation to the whole. However, we cannot forget that the central preoccupation 
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is with the entire development process as such and a proposal on a segment must 

fit in with a rational approach to the over-all problem. 

The world clearly recognizes the importance of development, as is 

evidenced most immediately by the presence of you gentlemen here on the U.N. 

Trade and Development Board. There are many great issues involved in this 

field of development and many relatively unknown areas which need further 

exploration and enlightenment. Indeed, it is difficult to talk or con~ider 

one aspect of this problem without keeping in mind the thinking and suggestions --which are being made on other aspects. However complicated the discussions and 

however varied the suggestions, there is a common thread that weaves through all 

what can be done to deal with the baffling problem of development i ora----effective way than hitherto. 

In presenting the Study we were well aware of the discussions in other 

related fields. Indeed, as you know, the Bank itself has been engaged in 

inquiring further into many different aspects of the problem of development and 

its financing. However, in our Study, now before you, we did try to address 

ourselves to the specific problem which had been given to us and, with your 

permission I will confine my remarks to it, hopefully, without losing sight 

of the broader framework of the entire problem of development. 

For nearly two decades the poorer countries of the world have been urged 

to approach their task of development in a rational and determined way. We have 

come to use the words "planning" or "programming" to cover this rational and 

determined way even though they include many different kinds of economies and 

economic policies with great differences in the role of governments in the economic 

life of the nation. For many, acceptance of the role of planning or programming 

was slow and difficult. Paper plans could quickly be drawn up; but, as a rational 

and continuous mechanism for managing an economy in order to reach certain stated 

goals, the process of planning has proved a tough and demanding discipline. 
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It has required vision, resolution, sacrifice and resistance to internal political 

and social pressures. 

As the discussions at UNCTAD vividly demonstrated, however, no effort on 

the part of developing countries, however wise and steadfast, could by itself 

assure the success of their efforts. We all have seen how vulnerable a development 

program can be to unpredictable changes in the external environment beyond the 

control of the poorer countries themselves. 

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that the disruption of development 

programs resulting from unpredictable adverse movements in the export receipts 

of developing countries -- movements which are either too prolonged or too drastic 

to be dealt with by available short-term balance of payments support -- should 

have been a matter of urgent concern two years ago in Geneva. The problem has 

been a persistent, nagging cause of perplexity for nearly two decades, as the 

world community has groped its way toward the slow perfection of development 

finance machinery. We have all been aware that the developing countries, and 

most especially the large majority whose earnings of foreign exchange come almost 

entirely from the export of agricultural commodities, are highly vulnerable to 

unforeseen declines in commodity prices and that their ability to finance develop

ment is sharply limited by the sluggishness which typifies the growth of demand 

for such products. This dual problem has been with us for decades constantly. 

At different times and in different ways, efforts have been made to cope with 

various aspects of it, but the problem remained and the UNCTAD responded in the 

resolutions well known to you. 

To the leaders of many less developed countries, the problem appears to be 

a vicious circle. To escape from reliance upon highly volatile prices of one or 

a few commodities, they must look to the diversification of production and exports. 

This, like all early development, depends on the execution of an investment program 
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for infrastructure and productive facilities which requires a wide range of goods 

and services that must be imported and paid for in foreign exchange . As the 

program gathers momentum, it speeds the pace of urbanization, creates the need 

for more capital goods and creates new consumer demands which must be met, at 

least in part, for they represent the newly aroused hopes of the people and are 

in themselves an important ingredient in the dynamics of development. But this 

need for more goods cannot -- and I believe should not - - be wholly satisfied 

through domestic production and therefore raises still further the requirement 

for imports . Thus the need for a constantly increasing and reasonably reliable 

supply of foreign exchange is frequently experienced. Less developed countries, 

however, are usually not greatly endowed with foreign assets or reserves upon 

which they can draw for such purposes. In any case, such resources are depleted 

in rather a short time since the external position of such countries does not 

usually produce enduring surpluses necessary to replenish such resources. If 

their programs and policies appear to be sound and prospects seem favorable, a 

certain amount of foreign exchange can usually be obtained in the form of official 

assistance and private investment from abroad. In the best of circumstances, 

however, by far the greater share ~ust come from their own export earnings; in 

1962, for example, which was a year of relatively low commodity prices, export 

receipts of the developing countries were still more than three and a half times 

the net inflow of official aid and private investment. So their major reliance 

for obtaining the needed foreign exchange must be on sales in foreign markets. 

The advantages of markets are well known, but they do involve uncertainty 

in prices and volume of trade. For all countries these uncertainties are 

welcome only when there are unexpected gains, but for the poorer countries, 

however sensible their domestic policies might be, the unexpected declines may 

mean widespread hardship and setbacks, if not catastrophies. 
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The problem arises immediately from the unexpected decline in export 

earnings, but more profoundly, the problem arises because of economic develop-

ment and the consequences of poverty. When countries are able to save enough 

foreign exchange to meet major unexpected setbacks, schemes like the one prepared 

by the World Bank will no longer be necessary. Unfortunately, these conditions 

for many countries can be achieved only in the distant future. At present, the 
,---

alternatives are basically to rely upon the countries experiencing the unexpected 

export shortfalls to absorb mcst, if not all of the impact, irrespective of the 

retarding effect on the development process, or to provide from abroad some form 

of additional foreign exchange in sufficient time to substitute in whole or in 

part for the foreign exchange not earned because of the unexpected decline. Our 

proposal is to provide enough substitute foreign exchange from external sour~ 
:---

to enable a good and previously agreed development program to be carried on 

without disruption, as long as the country in difficulty is following economic 

policies which are objectively regarded as appropriate by the international 

community. 
~ 

Thus we were not concerned in our Study with the effect of predictable 

declines in export earnings, whether they result from temporary and reversible -
-

causes or from long-term shifts in the trend of demand or supply. Our assignment 

was to study the problem of disruption of- developmerJ.t programs caused by unpredict.,. 

able shortfalls from reasonable expectations of export earnings. Our findings 

after much new research and enquiry, led us to the . cqn:~l'tlsiofi">tlhat ·.-the ::·pr'ob:t~is 

b&th real and important. To help reach a conclusion on this critical question, 

we drew on the rich experience of the World Bank. We did not proceed to consider 

how. the problem might be met until the facts convinced us that there was a major 
-- ------ -----------

problem. _ 

When prices fall abruptly and sharply, or when they continue to decline over 

a long period, and if these setbacks are not foreseen and taken into account when 
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the country plans its investment program, the results are likely to be serious for 

development. Ironically, they can be most serious for those very countries which 

have been conscientious in planning and ·effective in executing their development 

programs. An effective development program is relatively complex and its various 

segments are intimately interrelated. For many countries, the development program 

cannot leave margins of safety reflected in policies designed to accumulate and 

retain foreign exchange over a considerable number of years or the acceptance of 

deliberate unemployment or underemployment of domestic resources which may enable 

the country to increase quickly domestic output for export or for domestic con

sumption when export earnings fall unexpectedly. Sensible development programs 

avoid the dangers of inflation and economic strains on domestic resources and the 

balance of payments, but, within these limits they try to bring about the best 

and full use of available resources in the private and public sectors. The key

stone almost invariably m~st be an estimate of export earnings, since as noted 

before, they are the major source of foreign exchange upon which the whole 

structure of investment frequently depends. Once a program has been designed 

around such a forecast and set in motion, an unexpected shortfall that cannot 

be offset in time can have far reaching consequences, upsetting the pattern of 

investment and limiting the effective use of all remaining ·resources, both 

external and domestic. In such circumstances, the government may be forced to 

adopt restrictive measures which further choke off the breath of development, 

resulting not only in retarding the rate of growth, but also in introducing 

uneconomic distortions and inefficiencies into the economy which may burden 

growth for many years, with such undesirable by-products as chronic reliance 

on high levels of protection or continuous need for large scale governmental 

subsidization. 
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Consequently, the disruptive effects of such events are far broader and 

more pervasive than the country's economic progress; it encompasses the entire 

society and their repercussions are felt throughout the social structure of a 

country. If not dealt with successfully, they produce broadening waves of 

disillusionment which may discredit the development program and its advocates, 

and may well affect the action of other developing countries. 

The scheme devised by the World Bank staff to deal with the problem depends 

for success upon a range and degree of international cooperation which, if forth

coming, would have beneficial consequences far beyond the limits of the problem 

itself. The basic criteria underlying our proposal can be stated briefly: 

(1) Shortfalls in export earnings must be measured against objective estimates; 

(2) They must be of a nature or duration which could not adequately be dealt 

with by available short-term balance of payments support; (3) They must result 

from causes beyond the control of the affected country; (4) External assistance 

cannot be expected unless there is certainty that it is needed for development and 

will be used for that purpose, and therefore such assistance will require some 

form of administration; (5) The administering agency will be international because 

of the role which the agency is expected to play vis-a- vis the donor and the 

recipient countries; (6) Before turning to the administering agency for relief, 

the country must make whatever adjustments it can to offset the shortfall without 

disrupting its development program, and it must make all reasonable use of other 

available sources of finance, including any earnings which it may have had 

previously during the projection period in excess of the agreed export projection-

what we call "overages"; (7) When a shortfall occurs which cannot be offset by 

other means, assistance must be timely and certain; (8) Any scheme must reconci le 

effecti vely the need for administration with the need for timeliness and certainty 

when the difficulties arise; (9) The terms and conditions of assistance should be 

similar to that on which the country receives normal development finance. 
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To meet these criteria our scheme requires that the steps necessary to make 

the scheme effective for each country must be worked out and agreed upon in 

advance. This is a process that would require the closest working relationship ----
between the administeri~g agency and the individual country. It would also 

-----
depend upon close and continuing cooperation between the agency and other inter-

-- -----national financial institutions involved -- the World Bank, the IMF and the many 

other national and international agencies that are concerned with the provision 

of technical assistance and financial aid to the less developed countries. 

The scope of such cooperation is suggested by the various elements in the 

agency- country understanding, which is the heart of the scheme we propose. The 

first requirement would be a mutually agreed projection of "reasonable expecta-

tions" of export earnings over a period of years, normally corresponding to the 

time horizons of the country's development program which is usually about five 

years. This projection would be arrived at in the context of an understanding 

on the program as a whole and would be subject to revision only as part of a 

general reshaping of the program. World Bank experience indicates that such 

projections are practical and feasible; we are doing it now. 

The country and the agency would have to agree upon a set of basic develop-
,- . 

ment policies to be pursued by the country during the period covered by the 

projection of export earnings -- a "policy package", as we have called it in our -- -- -- ---
Study. It would cover what we have called the "projection period", which is -
similar to what in many countries would be called the ''plan period". This would 

include a financing plan and a projection of the balance of payments. The 

financing plan would cover investment in the public sector and the best estimates 

possible of private investment, stating the levels of anticipated investments in 

principal areas and estimates of domestic and external sources of financing. 

The balance of payments projection would include estimates of the principal 

components of exports, imports, use of reserves and the various categories of 
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external financing. The financing plan and balance of payments projection would 

"quantify" the underlying policy understandings and would be essential in assess-

ing performance under the scheme. Again, experience indicates that this is 

practical and feasible. 

In working out such a policy package, full collaboration would be required 

with existing international financial agencies, so that the financing plan would 

be consistent with financial policy targets and criteria agreed upon between the 

country and the international financing agencies. The need for such collaboration 

would continue throughout the course of the agreement, for both the projection of 

export earnings and the policy package would be subject to regular review and, 

if necessary, to revision. 

The agency and the country would also have to agree upon steps to be taken 

by the government in order to adjust to a possible shortfall in its export 

earnings without disrupting its development program. First, any excess of export 

earnings above the agreed projection experienced earlier in the projection period 

would be applied against the shortfall. Further steps might include appropriate 

use of the country's own reserves and resort to the IMF if deemed appropriate by 

the country and the IMF. 

In addition, the agency would survey and keep under review with the govern-

ment of the country and with other agencies the possibilities of using other 

sources of funds for offsetting shortfalls if they occurred. A number of these 

possibilities are mentioned in our Study. Others might appear if effective use 

of such emergency assistance were assured. After taking into account such 

other sources of assistance, the scheme would provide with certainty and in time 

additional foreign exchange needed to carry on the agreed development plan_and_ 

policies. This is new, but it is based on related experience and we think it is 

practical and feasible. 
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As far as the developing countries themselves are concerned, the level of ---·cooperation with the agency which would be required to assure entitlement to 

benefits under the scheme would constitute an innovation only in degree. Many 

developing countries are practicing the kind of cooperation required to reach 

-and maintain such understandings. This is a part of their regular relationships 
- ---

with a number of worldwide and regional international agencies. However, I 

-realize that the scheme would impose upon them a heavier b~o,.f-..a-ec_........,.=:t:.: ---for performance than many have been accustomed to in the past. I see no way out 
~ -

of this if the assistance provided by the scheme is to be made available with ----certainty and in time, and sti~n_:-fulfill the objective of ensuring that the 

resourc s of the scheme will Q~us~d to maintain a development prog!~med 

worthy of support by the international community. 

While we are concentrating our attention this afternoon on the proposal on 

supplementary finance, I must reiterate that we cannot forget the obvious fact 

that it deals with only part of the development problem, whether seen from the 

viewpoint of the developing country or from the viewpoint of the donor or creditor 

countries. In designing our scheme, we have tried to make it fit into the larger 

whole. Thus, much of what is done for the implementation of the scheme such as --- -
t~call;d policy package and export projections may well become part of the 

broader process of providing development finance. There are already many instances 

of this. If so, the inclusion of such provisions in a scheme for providing supple----mentary finance to deal with unexpected export shortfalls, will not add responsi-

bilities in the field of performance, but rather help ensure that these responsi-

bilities were not assumed in vain because of failure to deal with the unexpected. 

I believe that the scheme would provide both an incentive and a focus for 

international cooperation on a new and more fruitful scale. Since the scheme 

would provide international assurance of performance on the part of developing 
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\countries prepared to meet its criteria, it should allay fears that funds 

provided for assistance will be dissipated because of poor performance. To 

that extent, it should improve the international atmosphere in which the problems 

of development are approached. Since the development programs of participating 

members and the policies for their execution would be the subject of agreement 

with the agency, the scheme would provide a framework within which the inter-

( 

national community could more readily judge the ~equirements for external assis

tance of all types. This would be of immediate interest to many agencies, such 

as the World Bank, that are concerned with the complex problems of providing or 

coordinating development aid. For example, the scheme's requirement for an 

objective estimate of export earnings would be of vital concern to all countries 

and agencies that are involved in providing assistance; indeed, it is important 

for the operations of the scheme that this export projection would be used not 

only to help determine the amount of possible assistance under the scheme but 

also the amount of normal development finance required by the country. Since 

the scheme requires a continuing review of the participating member's program, 

policies and prospects in collaboration with other agencies, it will help 

provide a reliable basis for the regular review of requirements for assistance. 

There is no doubt that countries which fail to give a high priority to 

development in their public policies and actions, may not qualify for assistance 

under the scheme. This is deliberate, for the objective of the scheme is to 

assist the development process. 

The basic approach is international, not unilateral. The techniques 

suggested are based on actual experience all over the world. The scheme does 

not set up theoretical or absolute standards. It deals with each country 

separately within a general approach. It leaves much for the administering 

agency. However, the general instructions to the agency are meant to be clear 

your (meaning the agency's) job is to prevent the disruption of development due 
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to these special circumstances by being prepared to provide timely financial 

assistance as the lender of last resort, and to organize its relations with 

countries in such fashion as to ensure that the assistance will be used effectively 

to carry on the agreed development program or policies. We are not trying to 

avoid the inevitable adjustments to changing export conditions, but to ensure 

that the process of adjustment enables countries devoted to development t o carry 

on this vital work. 

I have not yet spoken of how much the scheme would cost. Our Study tries 

to make clear how we came to the estimate of a need ef an additional $3CO. to 

$400 million per year, on the assumption that it would be supplementary to and 

not a substitute for already existing forms of aid. These estimates, as other 

similar estimates made by our staff, are made without any effort to inject 

political judgments as to the readiness of the international community to con

tribute the necessary funds. They are based on the best available experience 

and facts. 

If the scheme suggested in our Study achieves international acceptance, 

the next step will be to consider in detail ways and means of providing the 

necessary financing and, more precisely, how such a scheme should be administered. 

I hope that my brief remarks today will help in your further deliberations 

on our Study and the scheme proposed therein. I hope I have succeeded in 

avoiding either the role of the teacher or the advocate. For me to try to 

lecture you in development would be egotistical and pompous; for me to try to 

persuade you of one approach to a highly complicated and troublesome problem 

would be presumptuous and unfitting. We have done our best in our Study to tell 

you how we analyzed the problem, what facts we used, how we weighed the facts, 

what assumptions we made, and how we derived our conclusions. 

The document, I am afraid, is lengthy and, at times, rather technical in 

language and exposition. As for the length, I can only say that our first 
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drafts ran into many hundreds of pages and the final version is relatively brief. 

Already fellow economists are eager to learn more. (We know that nothing will 

really satisfy their hunger, for they all (including myself) live by the French 

proverb-- "L'appetit vient en mangeant".) As for the technical parts, they are 

given in the hope that they will help in achieving an objective, dispassionate 

and careful consideration of the major problem which is the subject of our Study. 

Believing, as I do, in first things first, I hope that the world will 

first decide whether they agree with our diagnosis that there is a problem and 

what its magnitude is, and whether the Bank scheme makes sense technically and 

economically as an attack on this problem. We have made our small contribution; 

the next step -- the big one - - is yours to make. 

Thank you. 


